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Introduction

and should not be viewed as a comprehensive analysis
of programs being undertaken by all statutory bodies.

The Local Government (General) Regulation 1999
requires that after each election of a new Council
a comprehensive State of the Environment (SoE)
Report must be produced. This report seeks to
gather and collate information to provide an accurate
picture of environmental trends which, in turn, allows
resources for maintaining the environment to be
directed effectively by all levels of government.

This State of Environment Report uses a model of
Pressure – State – Response, which is consistent with
the Federal and State level SoE reporting methods
and the requirements of the Local Government Act
Regulations, 1999.

Local government plays a significant role in
environmental management. A local SoE report
provides a summary of the attributes of the natural
environment in the local area and the impacts that
humans are having on this environment.
The State of the Environment Report was introduced
to provide an effective means of educating the
community about their local environment and how
it is affected by human activities. This report also
outlines how Kogarah Council is working to protect
and enhance our natural environment.
Council has been proactive in pursuing sustainable
development and implementing activities which help
to sustain Kogarah, well into the 21st century. State
of the Environment reporting is a key mechanism for
assessing progress towards sustainability
Every effort has been made to ensure that the
report is an interesting and informative source of
environmental facts.
This comprehensive report monitors the state of
Kogarah’s environment for the period of July 2003
to June 2004 and provide an update of activities
undertaken since the last comprehensive report in
1999/2000. It has been prepared to fulfil Council’s
statutory requirements as required under Section
428 (2c) of the Local Government Act, 1993 and
Regulations 1999.
Most of the information contained within this report
has been derived from internal Council sources
with some assistance from State Government
Departments. This report deals primarily with
Council’s involvement in maintaining the environment
2004 State of the Environment Report

Pressure - Human Impacts
This component outlines the current human induced
impacts that affect the state of each environmental
sector.

State - How is it now
This component outlines the current condition for
each of the environmental sectors.

Response - Actions to improve
These are the actions Council, government agencies,
industry and the community are undertaking to deal
with the pressures and improve the “state” of the
environment. Where possible environmental reporting
also makes reference to:
• Management plans relating to the environment (eg:
environmental management systems).
• Special Council projects relating to the
environment (eg: education programs on biodiversity
awareness, water conservation and waste
minimisation).
• Monitoring the environmental impact of Council’s
activities (eg: parks and road maintenance).

What the community can do
Sections’ outlining what the community can do has
also been included where appropriate in this year’s
report and have been incorporated in recognition
that a more sustainable future can only be achieved
through community and government working
together. Each individual has a role to play and it is
only through a collective effort that Kogarah Council’s
vision to create “a viable and sustainable future, in
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partnership with our community” can be achieved.

Indicators
As part of the report, Council has also commenced
the process of identifying appropriate indicators for
each environmental sector. These sectors include
– Land, Water, Biodiversity, Air, Waste, Noise and
Heritage.
An indicator is something that helps us understand
where we are, which way we are going and how far
we are from where we want to be.
• Effective indicators are relevant; they show you
something about the system that you need to know.
• Effective indicators are easy to understand, even
by people who are not experts.
• Effective indicators are reliable; you can trust the
information that the indicator is providing.
• Lastly, effective indicators are based on accessible
data; the information is available or can be gathered
while there is still time to act.
By analysing these trends Council can focus its
resources to prevent further environmental
deterioration, assess how useful the current efforts
are in protecting our environment and can help to
decide where resources and effort is most needed in
the future.
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Land
Pressure
Kogarah’s land system has been subject to ongoing
change and pressure through the increasing need to
provide additional housing in the Municipality and a
revitalisation of existing housing stock. As land for
additional housing has become more scarce there are
increasing pressures to allow substantial additions or
rebuilding of existing housing stock to accommodate
the housing needs of our residents.
Urban consolidation demands (increased housing
densities) and a slowly rising population (Figure 1)
are two significant influences that drive this change.
Between 1991 and 2001 population grew by 8.2%
Changing housing occupancy rates (the number of
people in each house) are also declining as a result
of demographic change, an aging population and
demand from couples about to start families. Although
population numbers are not growing significantly
there is increasing demand for additional housing in
the form of smaller villa style units and residential
flats.

State
Kogarah is the smallest of three councils making up
the St George area (Rockdale, Hurstville, Kogarah),
19.5 sq kms (land areas is 15.55 sq kms) and a
population of 52,641 (2001 Census). Kogarah is
approximately 15 kilometres south of the Sydney
Central Business District and has few areas of
large open space, the majority are located near the
Georges River in the southern end of the Municipality.
The topography of Kogarah is generally undulating and
the geology dominated by Hawkesbury Sandstone,
with smaller areas of Wianamatta shales (to the south
of the Illawarra Railway from Mortdale to Allawah)
and alluvium deposits within the Beverley Park Area.
Urban development dominates the landscape
character, with majority of land used for residential
development, commercial centres, roads and
transport, open space and to a lesser degree light
industrial development. Kogarah’s urban density
(based on population for 2001) is 5601.3 people per
square kilometres (an increase from 5205.8 in 1996).

The other significant pressure comes from demands
for suitable accommodation to meet the needs of our
aging population. The responses to these pressures,
at the Local Government/ Regional level, have been
dealt with through the implementation of the Kogarah
Housing Strategy and planning initiatives under the
Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 1998.

Figure 1.1 Population in Kogarah LGA 1991 –2001 Source: http://www.abs.gov.au/
2004 State of the Environment Report
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The land uses categories within the Municipality are

Open Space
Kogarah has approximately 10% of the total local
government area zoned as open space (public and
private) (considering land area only) (Figure 1.2).
The key types of public open space are:
• Small parks / playgrounds
• Playing fields
•
•

Developed parks
Bushland

These open space resources serve many important
functions within Kogarah. They provide a:
• visual buffer between urban areas
• range of recreational facilities from infants
playgrounds to sporting fields, swimming pools
and boat ramps and
• contain much of Kogarah’s remnant bushland and
wetland areas.
Parts of Kogarah have a relatively low provision of
local open space, especially in the older developed
areas of the Municipality close to the Illawarra
Railway Line. These areas are also characterised by
large numbers of multi-unit housing.

Responses
The Kogarah Housing Strategy has been implemented
to meet Council’s urban consolidation targets.
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Locations near public transport have been targeted
for new housing development in order to reduce car
dependency. Environmentally responsible housing has
been promoted through improved urban design and
environmental guidelines. For example the Kogarah
Better Home Design Guide, applicable to all forms
of residential development is a best practice planning
code that sets out standards for energy efficiency,
resource recycling, conservation of biodiversity, water
conservation and stormwater management1.
Council has also recently taken action to reinforce
the principle of consolidating new multi unit housing
in areas of lesser environmental sensitivity. Provisions
in the Kogarah Local Environmental Plan, related to
dual occupancy development and multi unit housing
on sites larger than 1500 sqm, have been amended to
exclude such development from sensitive Waterfront
and Foreshore Scenic Protection Areas.
Council has also moved to restrict multi unit housing
for the aged to areas that are identified in a Municipal
wide Development Control Plan. The sites selected
for single storey housing for the aged are located
close to services, shops and public transport, on
land that is relatively flat, and must be designed and
built to Australian Standards for disabled access and
adaptability provisions. This strategy will restrict
inappropriately sited and scaled housing for the aged
and provide identified sites for that housing form,
2004 State of the Environment Report
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removing uncertainty.
The development of the Kogarah Town Centre
Development Control Plan No.5, which incorporates
detailed urban and environmental design principles,
has managed and influenced substantive change within
the Town Centre, with an emerging “urban village”
character, which includes the Kogarah Town Square
Redevelopment Project.
Council staff have been involved in regional
environmental planning and management projects
such as the Sydney Airport Masterplan and Botany
Port expansion reviews with representation by
Kogarah Council on regional environment and
planning forums and committees such as the Southern
Sydney Regional Organisation of Council’s (SSROC)
Environmental Management Committee (Land
Contamination, Green Web Vegetation Management
Plan, and implementing new ESD principles in planning
– transport, environmental design etc).
Recent responses in managing Kogarah’s land
pressures include:
• Further review and refinements to the Better

•

Home Design Guide and Kogarah Town Centre
Development Control Plan No.5, including
provisions relating to photovoltaic cells in new
developments, incorporation of Waste Service
specifications, allowing detached extended
family units in conjunction with single dwellings,
revision of stormwater management controls in
the Town Centre and requiring new residential
flat developments to be designed by registered
architects.
Implementation of the Southern Sydney Group
Councils Design Review Panel – the first peer
review panel established in New South Wales
under guidelines established by the State
Government. The Panel review applications for
multi unit residential and mixed developments,
over 3 storeys, for the 3 Council areas of
Kogarah, Rockdale and Hurstville. The Panel
have greatly assisted in raising the urban design

2004 State of the Environment Report

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

standard of new development.
Preparation of a joint Planning Study and
Masterplan, with Rockdale Council, of the
Ramsgate Shopping Centre and surrounds as
a prelude to preparation of a Development
Control Plan for the area.
Review of the s94 Plan for Open Space to acquire
additional parkland in highly populated areas and
embellish Council’s existing open space parks and
reserves.
Provisions for management of Acid Sulphate Soils
have been incorporated into the Kogarah Local
Environmental Plan.
Commenced a major review of the Foreshore
planning controls including development control
review, construction management and building
design controls, preservation of the marine
ecology and environmentally sensitive lands.
Preparation of a Development Control Plan for
the siting and design of Telecommunication and
Radiocommunication facilities
Exhibition of draft Plans of Management for
Carss Bush Park & Todd Park as well as for the
Beverley Park Golf Course. Both sites contain
areas that are previously reclaimed Kogarah Bay
foreshore. The draft plans outline a number of
environmental initiatives to detect, assess, manage
or redress and monitor a range of environmental
impacts on these sites.
Completed the draft Sans Souci Bathers Pavilion,
Sans Souci Park Draft Land Use Plan for the
Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Natural
Resources for their comment prior to public
exhibition.
Council has engaged the expertise of qualified
bush regeneration contractors to restore native
plant species in its bushland parks and reserves
to address erosion and surface flow pollution
entering its creeks and adjoining Bays. The
budget for this project is set at $87,000 for the
2003/04 financial year.
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•

•

Council has budgeted $15,000 for bushfire
reduction works in its bushland parks and
reserves.
Council has prepared detailed data on
community land to identify total user catchment
and pressures on the open space as a result of
population increases. The results of the study are
that there is 73.5 hectares that attracts a Local
user catchment, 78.7 hectares District and 38.4
hectares attracts Regional user catchment. The
total area in hectares of community land per
1,000 residents in the Kogarah Municipality was
found to be 3.91hectares.

•

Better streets in built up areas
•
•
•

Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help reduce the pressure
on Kogarah’s land:
• Audit contaminated industrial sites
• Revision of housing strategy
• Incorporate sustainability controls into planning
instruments
• Adopt new Foreshore Development Control
Plans and Local Environment Plans
• Revise s94 plans as necessary
• Prepare relevant Plans of Management

•
•
•
•
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Take an active role in volunteer projects such as
clean up day campaigns etc.
Participate in community tree planting.
Pick up your dog’s droppings.
Report vandalism, destruction or removal of any
native flora and fauna.

Reduce lead exposure
•

Soil contamination
Assist Council by providing information about
past and present activities on specific parcels
of land which could cause soil contamination.
This will assist Council to form a register of all
contaminated land within our local area. This
information will be placed on the Geographic
Information System data base and will be used
to alert intending purchasers of land, or those
wishing to develop their site, of the possible
presence of contamination. There are State
Government endorsed procedures for the
remediation of land affected by soil contamination

Maintain nature strip and pick up rubbish to
enhance the streetscape.
Drive slowly in residential streets and walk or
cycle to local shops.
Take pride in your local area and encourage
future generations to value their unique
environment.

Open space

What the community can do
•

which will need to be attended to prior to sites
being redeveloped.
To minimize the risk of causing soil
contamination at a household level ensure
that all hazardous materials such as fuels and
chemicals are stored safely to prevent any
leakage into the soil.

•

•
•

Control dust when removing old lead based
paint during renovations. Use wet sandpaper
or chemical stripper instead of sanding; dispose
of flakes in a sealed bag without creating dust;
prevent children from picking up any paint flakes
or dust.
In homes where lead paints have been used,
vacuum carpets frequently and wet mop floors
instead of sweeping.
Wash children’s hands before they eat; wash
vegetables and fruit before eating.
Discourage children from playing in dust near
busy roadways.

1

In July 2004 the NSW Government introduced a standard planning
guidelines and assessment process (BASIX) which has incorporated
energy efficiency and water conservation standards for the building of
new free standing houses in metropolitan Sydney.This will be expanded
to include residential apartments in the near future. For further
information on BASIX visit www.basix.nsw.gov.au

2004 State of the Environment Report
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Figure 1.2 Open space in the Kogarah LGA
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Air

Municipality are similar to the results for St George
and across Sydney

Pressure

The highest proportions of people catching public
transport to work live in Allawah, Hurstville, Kogarah,
Mortdale and Penshurst and hence near to the railway
line, rather than near the Georges River.

Air quality issues can be considered on a global,
regional and local scale. Global air quality includes
the emission of greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide and methane and the depletion of the ozone
layer. On a regional scale, air quality issues include
photochemical smog and fine particulate pollution.
Local air quality is affected by emissions of carbon
monoxide, sulfur dioxide, lead and other toxins.
The most significant sources affecting air quality in
Kogarah include road transport, industry, commercial
activities and domestic air pollution.

Transport
Motor vehicles are a major source of many pollutants.
It has been estimated that motor vehicle emissions
contribute 85% of carbon dioxide, 80% nitrogen
dioxide, 45% of hydrocarbons and 18% of sulphur
dioxide in Sydney’s airshed. Activities at Port Botany
and Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport contribute to
a significant amount of heavy road freight travelling
through the Kogarah and greater St George region.
The major traffic routes within the Kogarah LGA are
Princes Highway, Rocky Point Rd, King Georges Rd,
Hillcrest Ave and Railway Parade.
Council is limited to the data from the census on
people’s mode of travel to work in the Kogarah LGA.
The last available information is from the 2001 and
1996 census (Figure 2.1). The results for the Kogarah

There has been an insignificant increase in the number
of cars per dwelling since the 1996 Census (1996: 1.4,
2001: 1.5). Houses nearer the Georges River tend to
have significantly more cars; an average of 2 or more
cars per dwelling. It should be noted however, that
these areas also predominantly have large households
and are not as well serviced by public transport as
areas nearer the railway line, King Georges Road or
the Princes Highway.
Correspondingly, there is a concentration of low car
ownership and high usage of public transport for
travel to work for residents living near the railway
line, especially between Hurstville and Kogarah
stations. The Illawarra Railway Line services all of
Kogarah Council Railway Stations and is one of
the major routes directly into the Sydney CBD,
Sutherland CBD, Cronulla CBD, Hurstville CBD and
Kogarah CBD.
In addition there has not been any significant change
to the Council population who live within 400 metres
of a public transport node (95%), which include bus
stops and railway stations.

Figure 2.1 Method of Travel to Work Source: http://www.abs.gov.au
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Industry/Commercial

Response

Kogarah Council does not have heavy industry such
as coal fired power stations and fuel processing, which
are a major source of oxides of nitrogen and sulphur
dioxide. Air emissions generally originate from lesser
polluting industries and commercial premises such as
panel beaters, spray painters, charcoal chicken outlets,
dry cleaners and petrol stations. Kogarah has only a
small industrial area and only eight Department of
Environment and Conservation licensed premises.
These premises are required by regulation to have a
license from the EPA by virtue of their potential to
impact on the environment.

Transport

Domestic Air Pollution
The most direct way a household can impact on air
pollution (apart from transport) is through burning
wood for heating. While Councils don’t have a list of
the number of woodheaters in their area Kogarah
Council only receives a minimal amount of complaints
each year about pollution coming from woodheaters.
Other sources of domestic air pollutants include
emissions from barbeques, lawn mowers and the use
of household chemicals.

State
Results from EPA’s Air Pollution Index (2004) shows
that the central eastern region (where Kogarah is
located) has experienced low pollution levels for the
majority of the time, similar to the air quality results
of the last comprehensive state of environment (SOE)
report in 2000 (Figure 2.2).

Kogarah Council has developed a Regional Air Quality
Management Plan, in conjunction with Rockdale and
Hurstville Council to address air quality issues. As
part of this plan Kogarah Council has implemented
and continues to implement a number of key
initiatives. Since transport (in particular private motor
vehicle use) has a major effect on air quality, the
measures outlined in the Plan have a strong transport
focus.
Major initiatives undertaken since the last
comprehensive state of environment report include:
• Reviewing the St George Bike Plan to bring the
plan more in line with community needs
• Production and distribution of a Kogarah CBD
guide highlighting public transport options into
the area
• Environmental Education Audit Program for
industries
• Completion of a Kogarah CBD Bus Study
In particular for the period covering 2003/4 Kogarah
Council has:
• Created 8 transport plynths (Figure 2.3). These
plynths will be placed around the Kogah CBD
to highlight the accessibility of Kogarah’s major
destinations (eg hospitals, TAFE and Council) by
public transport. These will be installed by the
end of 2004
• Ordered 30 new bus shelters to update older
bus shelters and to provide shelters at bus stops
where there previously wasn’t any. Council has
also been undertaking roadworks to improve
public bus movements through the Kogarah CBD.
• Designed a Transport Access Guide (Figure 2.4)
to encourage people visiting Council’s Customer
Service Centre, Civic Centre and Central Library
to come via public transport. A modified map
is also being placed on the back of Council’s
business cards.

Figure 2.2 Environmental Pollution Index - Central Eastern Region
2004 State of the Environment Report
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6.37pm

*

3.12pm

3.40pm

7.20pm
8.20pm

7.46pm
8.46pm

4.12pm
5.12pm

4.40pm
5.40pm

9.20pm

*

Weekdays

Saturdays

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Roselands

Departs
Kogarah

6.50am
7.20am

Arrives
Roselands

7.45am

8.20am

8.45am

9.20am

7.20am

7.50am

9.45am

10.20am

7.50am
8.40am

8.20am
9.15am

10.45am
11.45am

11.20am
12.20pm

9.45am

6.57pm
7.24pm

10.20am

12.45pm

1.20pm

10.45am

11.20am

1.45pm

2.20pm

11.45am

12.20pm

2.45pm

3.20pm

Via Kogarah Bay & Carss Park
Weekdays

Saturdays

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Hurstville

Departs
Kogarah

6.46am

7.09am

8.20am

7.15am

7.40am

9.20am

Arrives
Hurstville
8.43am
9.43am

7.39am

8.04am

10.20am

10.43am

8.10am

8.37am

11.20am

11.43am

8.43am

9.10am

12.20pm

12.43pm

9.43am
10.13am

1.20pm
2.20pm

9.20am
9.50am

1.43pm
2.43pm

Weekdays
Departs

Saturdays

Arrives

9.05am
9.38am

11.38am

11.41am

2.08pm

2.11pm

12.08pm 12.11pm

10.43am

3.20pm

3.45pm

4.20pm

11.13am

4.20pm

4.43pm

1.08pm

1.11pm

5.20pm

11.20am

11.43am

5.20pm

5.42pm

5.45pm

6.20pm

11.50am

12.13pm

6.10pm

6.31pm

1.38pm
2.08pm

1.41pm
2.11pm

2.36pm
3.56pm

2.39pm
3.59pm

Departs

Arrives

12.20pm 12.43pm
12.50pm 1.13pm
1.20pm
1.43pm

4.45pm

5.20pm

Kogarah

Roselands

1.50pm

5.50pm

8.00am

8.35am

2.20pm

2.43pm

9.35am

3.00pm

3.27pm

6.20pm

9.00am

6.50pm

10.00am

10.35am

3.16pm

3.47pm

7.40pm
8.40pm

11.00am
12.00pm

11.35am
12.35pm

3.49pm

4.12pm

9.10pm

9.40pm

1.00pm

1.35pm

4.13pm
4.42pm

4.36pm
5.05pm

2.00pm
3.00pm
4.00pm
5.00pm

2.35pm
3.35pm
4.35pm
5.35pm

4.56pm

5.19pm

5.35pm

5.58pm

5.56pm

6.17pm

6.10pm

6.31pm

6.37pm

6.58pm

7.11pm

7.31pm

8.20pm

8.40pm

Kogarah Station to Rockdale Station
Via Rockdale Plaza
Weekdays

Weekdays (cont’d)

Saturdays

Saturdays (cont’d)

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Rockdale

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Rockdale

Departs

Arrives

Departs

Arrives

Rockdale
5.26am

Kogarah
8.01pm

Rockdale
8.05pm

6.05am

8.31pm

8.35pm

5.33am

3.52pm

4.01pm

5.57am

6.01am

4.01pm

4.10pm

6.01am

6.14am

6.18am

4.08pm

4.18pm

6.31am

6.35am

9.01pm

9.05pm

6.29am

6.33am

4.31pm

4.40pm

7.01am

7.05am

9.31pm

9.35pm

6.44am

6.48am

4.39pm

4.49pm

7.31am

7.35am

10.01pm

10.05pm

6.59am

7.04am

4.59pm

5.08pm

8.05am

8.09am

10.31pm

10.35pm

7.07am
7.14am

7.12am
7.19am

5.09pm
5.16pm

5.19pm
5.21pm

8.23am

8.27am

11.01pm

11.05pm

5.35pm

5.44pm

8.47am
9.05am

11.46pm

7.27am

8.43am
9.01am

11.42pm

7.22am
7.29am

7.34am

5.47pm

5.52pm

Sundays

9.25am

9.33am

7.37am

7.42am

6.05pm

6.14pm

9.40am

9.48am

Departs

7.52am

7.57am

6.08pm

6.14pm

9.55am

10.03am

Sydney Buses

5.29am

Kogarah
5.22pm

12.38pm 12.41pm

3.08pm

3.11pm

4.08pm

4.11pm

5.08pm

5.11pm

This service does not operate on Sundays or public holidays

2.13pm

6.15pm
7.10pm
8.10pm

476/477

5.15pm

Rockdale
10.11am
11.11am
12.11pm
1.11pm

4.45pm

5.45pm

Arrives
9.11am

11.08am
12.08pm
1.08pm

3.20pm

This service does not operate on Sundays or public holidays

9.08am
10.08am

10.11am
10.41am
11.11am

4.00pm
4.20pm
4.55pm

Sundays

Kogarah

9.08am
9.41am

10.08am
10.38am
11.08am

2.20pm

10.50am

Departs

Kogarah Plaza

2.45pm

1.45pm

3.43pm

Kogarah Station to Rockdale Plaza

3.15pm
3.45pm
4.20pm

12.45pm 1.20pm

10.20am

958

Via Bexley North Station, Bardwell Park Station

6.20am

6.40pm
7.07pm

Kogarah Station to Hurstville Station

Connex Bus Services

Kogarah Station to Roselands

6.50am

6.23pm
6.52pm

* service terminates at Dolls Point

958

446
Pleasure Tours

Via Hurstville Station
Weekdays

10.33am

12.33pm 1.07pm

476/477

Kogarah Station to Kingsgrove Station

455

Arrives

Saturdays
Departs

Kogarah Hurstville
6.30am

Connex Bus Services

Departs

Connex Bus Services

Via Dolls Point & Ramsgate
Weekdays

10.03am

Sydney Buses

455

Kogarah Station to Hurstville Station

Connex Bus Services

Connex Bus Services
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Kogarah Station to Sans Souci/Miranda
Via Ramsgate & Sans Souci
Weekdays

Weekdays (cont’d)

Saturdays

Sundays

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Sans Souci

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Sans Souci

Departs Arrives
Kogarah Sans Souci

Departs

5.01am
5.33am

Arrives

Kogarah Sans Souci

5.13am

3.54pm

4.09pm*

4.54am

5.06am

7.33am

7.45am

5.45am*

4.04pm

4.19pm

5.33am

5.45am

8.03am

8.15am

5.44am

5.56am

4.13pm

4.28pm

6.03am

6.15am

8.24am

8.36am

5.58am

6.11am*

4.18pm

4.33pm*

6.33am

6.45am

8.54am

9.06am

6.12am

6.26am

4.26pm

4.41pm

7.03am

7.15am

Service departs at 5, 22 & 52 mins

6.26am

6.40am*

4.34pm

4.49pm

7.33am

7.45am

past the hour. Services departing at

6.33am
6.48am

6.47am
7.02am

4.41pm
4.48pm

4.56pm
5.03pm*

7.48am
8.08am

8.02am
8.22am

5 mins past the hr terminate at

6.56am

7.10am*

4.56pm

5.11pm

8.35am

8.49am*

4.22pm

4.36pm

7.03am

7.17am

5.04pm

5.19pm

8.50am

9.04am

4.52pm

5.06pm

7.16am

7.31am

5.12pm

5.27pm

Service departs every 15 min at

7.39am*

5.18pm

5.33pm*

5, 20, 35 & 50 mins past the

Miranda.

5.22pm

5.36pm

Kogarah

Rockdale

8.01am

8.06am

6.24pm

6.33pm

10.10am

10.18am

8.01am

8.05am

7.40am

7.55am*

5.25pm

5.40pm

hour. Services departing at 5 &

5.52pm
6.22pm

6.06pm
6.34pm

8.09am
8.23am

8.14am
8.28am

6.39pm

6.43pm

10.25am

10.33am

8.31pm

8.35pm

7.47am

8.02am

5.34pm

5.49pm

35mins past the hr terminate at

6.52pm

7.04pm

7.01pm
7.11pm

10.40am
10.55am

10.48am
11.03am

8.54am
9.23am

9.02am
9.31am

7.54am
8.14am

8.09am*
8.29am

5.42pm
5.48pm

5.57pm
6.03pm*

Miranda.

7.33pm

7.45pm

5.05pm

5.19pm

8.03pm

8.15pm

7.30pm

11.10am

11.18am

9.54am

10.02am

8.19am

8.34am*

5.56pm

6.11pm

5.25pm

5.39pm

8.33pm

8.45pm
9.32pm

8.31am

8.39am

6.54pm
7.07pm

8.39am

8.44am

7.24pm

Arrives

7.24am

8.50am

8.55am

7.38pm

7.42pm

11.25am

11.33am

10.10am

10.18am

8.42am

8.57am

6.04pm

6.16pm

5.45pm

5.59pm

9.20pm

9.01am

9.10am

8.08pm

8.12pm

11.40am

11.48am

10.24am

10.32am

8.55am

9.10am*

6.11pm

6.23pm

6.05pm

6.17pm

9.10am

9.19am

8.38pm

8.42pm

11.55am

12.03am

10.54am

11.02am

Service departs every 15min at 10,

6.24pm

6.36pm*

6.33pm

6.45pm

10.33pm 10.45pm
11.46pm 11.58pm

9.12pm

6.39pm
6.53pm
7.10pm
7.40pm
8.10pm
8.40pm
9.10pm
9.40pm
10.10pm
10.44pm
11.14pm
11.44pm

6.51pm
7.05pm
7.22pm
7.52pm
8.22pm
8.52pm
9.22pm
9.52pm
10.22pm
10.56pm
11.26pm
11.56pm

9.17am

9.26am

9.08pm

12.10pm

12.18pm

Service departs every 15 mins at 10,

25, 40 and 55 mins past the hour.

9.30am

9.39am

12.25pm

12.33pm

24 & 54 mins past the hr.

Services departing at 25 & 55 mins

Service departs every 15min

9.38pm
9.42pm
10.08pm 10.12pm

at 15, 30& 45mins after the hr.

10.38pm 10.42pm

25, 40 & 55 mins past the hr.

6.24pm
6.50pm

6.28pm
6.54pm

2.50pm

3.15pm

5.40pm

7.20pm

7.24pm

3.03pm

3.24pm

11.12pm

11.16pm

3.32pm

3.41pm

11.42pm

11.46pm

3.38pm

3.47pm

3.45pm

3.54pm

Service departs every 15min at 10,

5.48pm

6.00pm

6.08pm

8.01pm

6.20pm

6.24pm

8.31pm

past the hr terminate at Miranda.

3.05pm*
3.18pm

8.05pm

3.10pm

3.25pm

8.35pm

3.20pm

3.35pm*

6.33pm

6.37pm

9.01pm

9.05pm

3.33pm

3.48pm

7.01pm

7.05pm

9.48pm

9.52pm

3.35pm

3.50pm

7.31pm

7.35pm

11.01pm

11.05pm

3.40pm

3.55pm

7.03pm

7.15pm

7.33pm
8.03pm

7.45pm
8.15pm

8.33pm

8.45pm

9.03pm

9.15pm

9.33pm

9.45pm

* route continues on to Kiora Rd,
Miranda

10.03pm 10.15pm
10.33pm 10.45pm
11.14pm 11.26pm
11.44pm 11.56pm
12.14am 12.26am

Figure 2.3 Plynths showing public transport routes and timetable

Figure 2.4 Kogarah Council’s Transport Access Guide
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Industrial/Commercial
Service Station Audits
Kogarah Council has undertaken audits of all service
stations within our local government area to ensure
compliance with legislative requirements, to reduce
environmental impacts such as stormwater, air and
noise pollution and ultimately to educate businesses
to pursue cleaner production initiatives.
This audit program is being expanded to include all
industrial premises in the forthcoming year.
Odour Management for Retail Food Businesses
This program is a joint initiative of the Southern
Sydney Region Organisation of Councils (SSROC).
Emissions from food shops include smoke containing
volatile organic compounds, particulate matter,
odour, NOx, carbon monoxide and greenhouse gas
emissions. SSROC has received funding to reduce
emissions from food shops through the development
of best practice guidelines and training for council
officers.

Residential
Kogarah Council continues to work with the
community to help them reduce their impact on
air quality. This has included the distribution of
information on cleaner wood burning as well as
initiatives to encourage the use of public transport.

Greenhouse Effect
Greenhouse gases (water vapour, carbon dioxide,
methane and nitrous oxide) are a natural part of the
earth’s atmosphere. They trap the sun’s warmth, and
maintain the surface temperature of the earth at a
level necessary to support life.
Since the industrial revolution, the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has increased
significantly, mainly due to the burning of fossil fuels
(coal, oil and natural gas) and land clearing. This
increased level of greenhouse gas emissions trap
more heat in the atmosphere causing global warming
and climate change – this is known as the enhanced
greenhouse effect.
2004 State of the Environment Report

Everyday activities such as transport, use of electrical
appliances, heating and cooling the home, are all
contributing to the greenhouse effect.
Kogarah Council has responded to the threat of
climate change by joining the international Cities for
Climate Protection (CCP) Program.
This is an innovative program that helps local
government and their communities to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions through energy efficiency,
transport management, building policies, waste
management and land-use strategies.
Participation requires council to achieve five
milestones:
1. Establish an inventory and forecast for key sources
of greenhouse gas emissions in the council and
community;
2. Set an emissions reduction goal;
3. Develop and adopt a local greenhouse action plan
to achieve those reductions;
4. Implement the Local Action Plan (LAP); and
5. Monitor and report on greenhouse emissions and
implementation of actions and measures.
The CCPTM Program has given Kogarah Council the
opportunity to track our greenhouse gas emissions
and target the areas which are our highest emitters.
Kogarah Council has been awarded Milestones one to
five, and continues to remain committed to reducing
its own greenhouse gas emissions and working with
the community to help them reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions.
Projects Kogarah Council has undertaken in the last
four years to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions
include:
• Purchase of Green Power – 228 tonnes of
carbon dioxide emissions (CO2e) saved annually
Council has purchased Green Power, electricity
produced from renewable energy sources, for a
number of its facilities

•

Updating the Building Management System
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•

•

•

•

(BMS) – 38 tonnes CO2e saved annually Kogarah
updated the BMS in the Civic Centre in 2003.
This included timers to automatically switch lights
off after hours.
Purchase of LPG Vehicles - 7 tonnes CO2e saved
annually Council replaced 12 petrol fleet vehicles
with LPG vehicles. LPG vehicles produce 15% less
CO2e emissions than petrol cars.
Kogarah Town Square –300 tonnes CO2e
saved annually The new Kogarah Town Square
(officially opened September 2003) is a showcase
development of environmentally sustainable
guidelines. These guidelines include northerly
orientation, cross ventilation, integrated
photovoltaics (solar cells), installation of energy
and water efficient appliances and collection and
reuse of rainwater that falls on the site. More
information on this development is presented in
Chapter 8 Towards Sustainability.
SEDA Energy Smart Homes Policy – 1446 tonnes
CO2e saved annually Council adopted the SEDA
Energy Smart Homes Policy in 1999. Under this
policy Kogarah Council require development
applicants to meet a minimum 3.5 star House
Energy Rating requirement for the building design,
and a minimum 3.5 star Greenhouse Score for
any installed water heater (gas, solar or heat
pump).
Greenfleet – 346 tonnes CO2e saved annually
Greenfleet research shows that trees can, over
their lifetime, absorb the annual carbon dioxide
emissions of the average car, storing the carbon
in the wood and releasing oxygen back into the
atmosphere. To offset the amount of greenhouse
gas emissions produced by Council’s fleet Council
joined the Greenfleet program in 2003. As a
result for 2002/2003 and 2003/2004 Greenfleet
has planted and will maintain 1360 trees per
annum – this will offset 344 tonnes produced by
Council’s vehicle fleet per annum.

awards program for local businesses, installed
mechanical ventilation into one of its buildings to
offset the need for air conditioning, tinted building
window to reduce heat load and is upgrading lights in
many of its facilities to more energy efficient bulbs.

Regional Actions
Kogarah Council has joined the other Councils in
the Southern Sydney region to help identify and
implement the best ways to reduce community
greenhouse gas emissions. This region covers more
than one million people and a third of the Sydney
metropolitan area. It is the biggest region in the
world working together to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A council funded position has been
created to implement a regional action plan that was
developed through consultation of a regional CCP
committee.
As part of this regional approach SSROC Councils
have funded the construction on an energy education
house (Figure 2.5) which highlights the annual cost
of using energy efficient and non energy efficient
appliances.

Figure 2.5 Kogarah High Students with the energy education
house on World Environment Day

In addition Council has also run an energy efficient
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Bikeplan and Kogarah Bikeplan

Street Lighting
Kogarah Council is part of the SSROC Street Lighting
Improvement Program. This program aims to deliver
the following goals:
• 6% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions with
the possibility of a 36% reduction subject to trial
of new lighting technologies
• Doubling lighting levels in residential streets while
reducing obtrusive light
• 20-25% reduction in outages

What the community can do

•

100% re-use/recycling of lamps due to the
presence of mercury or other substances
Reduction in overall cost for the supply of street
lighting

•

At present Kogarah Council is replacing the current
lights (on a needs based assessment) to 80W MBF
lamp to improve light output with a long term aim
of eventually converting all street lights to the more
energy efficient 14W T5 lamp (dependent on their
current trial outcomes). Energy Australia has finished
a bulk replacement of 200 old fixtures in the Beverley
Park suburb as part of a program to accelerate the
use of the new technology.

•

•

Reduce air pollution
•
•
•

•

Walk, cycle or take public transport instead of
using your car
Choose an energy efficient hot water heater such
as solar, heat pump or natural gas
Use only dry wood in your wood heater to
reduce the amount of woodsmoke
Regularly maintain your lawn mower to reduce
the amount of pollution it emits
Reduce how much electricity you use at your
office or home
Choose energy efficient appliances

Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help improve the air
quality and reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
within the Kogarah Municipality
• Pursue water and energy savings opportunities
for Council facilities
• Initiate actions contained within the Regional
Air Quality Management Plan/Regional Transport
Study/Regional and Local Greenhouse Action
Plans
• Implement an industrial audit program
• Implement Kogarah CBD Bus Improvement Plan
• Review Strategic Plan for Transport management
• Continued implementation of improved public
transport systems
• Implement recommendations of the St George

2004 State of the Environment Report
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Pressure

Water
“The Georges River gives us life,
it is a home away from home;
Memories, freedom, sunsets shared,
in togetherness we will roam.
Picnics, family, friends and fun,
its our home away from home;
The finishing touch to our environment,
remember it’s only on loan”.
Bethany College
Water is a valuable resource for all Kogarah residents.
The iconic bays of Kogarah are cherished by the local
community and are well known around the Sydney
region. The recreational, cultural and ecological values
provided by these bays directly influence the wellbeing
of the Kogarah community. Kogarah Municipal
Council plays a significant role in the management of
water in the region.
This section provides information on Kogarah’s bays,
and highlights the current state of these resources.
It also provides an update on the activities being
undertaken by the Council to improve the water
quality in Kogarah’s waterways. The section also
provides information on projects being carried out to
efficiently manage water quantity, including total water
cycle management as well as flood plain management
process.

Consumption
As particularly highlighted in the last 12 months the
availability of Sydney’s water supply has been under
threat due to low rainfall. Water consumption has
dropped in the last decade primarily as a result of
greater awareness of water being a limited resource
(Figure 3.1). Water restrictions brought in the last
12 months have also seen a significant reduction in
water use, for example, Kogarah Council’s water
consumption has dropped 25% in the last 12 months
(Source: Sydney Water).

Urbanisation
Rapid urbanisation has caused significant
environmental degradation to the Georges River.
Unless rectified the release of untreated stormwater
runoff will continue to cause shoaling of the bays,
loss of habitat and pollution of the water and
foreshores with litter and debris. These problems will
progressively restrict the use of the waterway for
boating, swimming, fishing, and other commercial and
recreational activities.

Sewerage Overflows
Sewerage overflows pose a significant impact on
stormwater runoff quality, where they lead to
significant increase in nutrient and bacterial levels.

Figure 3.1 Water Consumption in Sydney since 1950 (Source: SydneyWater)
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Overflows occur due to overloading of the sewers
through illegal connections, damage and infiltration of
rain.

channels are aging. The mean age for our stormwater
infrastructure is 50 years old. Aging infrastructure can
pose pressure on the system in two ways:

Industrial Sites

•

Industrial sites have the potential to discharge
contaminated effluent to the stormwater system
due to leakage in oil and grease, storage of toxic and
hazardous chemicals and disposal of process water.

•

Leachate from Landfills
Leachate is groundwater that is polluted from passing
through a contaminated site. Leachate can cause
impact on stormwater quality if there is an interface
between groundwater and the drainage system. In
Moore Reserve, which is an old landfill site, Council’s
stormwater pipes run through the contaminated
site with a possible interface between leachate and
stormwater via leaky joints and damaged parts of the
pipelines.

Catchment Practices and Community
Behaviour
Stormwater quality is greatly influenced by people’s
practices that take place across the catchment.
Community behaviour can have a negative impact on
Kogarah’s waterways in the following ways:
• Littering
• Throwing cigarette butts onto the road
• Using fertilisers and pesticides on ovals or in
reserves and gardens
• Disposing of paint or oil into drainage system or
runoff area
• Sweeping or hosing leaf litter and grass clippings
into the gutter
• Not properly disposing of animal wastes
• Washing cars in driveways and on roads where
the soapy runoff flows into the stormwater
system

Aged infrastructure
Most of Kogarah Municipality was developed in
the earlier half of this century. This means that
our drainage system such as pits, pipes and open
2004 State of the Environment Report

The pits and pipes were built not to the current
standard in terms of its capacity.
The condition of the system is deteriorating
causing blockage, collapse and reduction in
capacity, which aggravates the existing flooding
problems.

Inappropriate subdivision layout
Since the Municipality was developed at the turn of
the century, no allowance was made for proper layout
design that caters for overland flow paths, floodways
and drainage reserves. Common flooding problems in
the Municipality are due to developing in flood prone
areas or in low areas with limited allowance for runoff
to escape in a controlled way. Also, development in
such areas restricted opportunities to upgrade or fix
the existing problems.

State
The Georges River catchment is the largest
catchment within the Southern Sydney Region.
Kogarah Council lies along the northern shoreline
of the lower reaches of the Georges River, with the
exception of some 44 hectares that drain into the
Cooks River. The Council enjoys over 18 kilometres
of the Lower Georges River Foreshore.
Kogarah Local Government Area is divided into
seventeen sub-catchment areas with a total area
of 15.6km2. Fifteen out of these seventeen subcatchments are complete hydrologic systems receiving
very little or no stormwater generated outside the
local government area. Kogarah is made up of two
major sub-catchments areas, namely Kogarah Bay
and Oatley Bay, together these represent 80% of the
total catchment area. The remaining 20% consist of a
number of smaller sub-catchment areas, which drain
to Connells Bay, Kyle Bay, Shipwrights Bay, Neverfail
Bay and the Cooks River.
The Georges River is generally considered to be a
well mixed estuary, with tidal influence extending
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upstream as far as the Liverpool weir, some 40km
from the river mouth in Botany Bay. The section
of the river adjacent to the Kogarah Municipality
is subject to a relatively large tidal prism (volume
of water between low tide and high tide), whilst
the upper reaches of the river are poorly flushed
through tidal exchanges. The associated bays in the
Kogarah Municipality all have different ecological,
hydrodynamic and physical characteristics. Flushing
of these bays is both a function of tidal and wind
generated wave action.

Water Quality
Kogarah has two public swimming baths in the
Georges River, Oatley Bay Baths (located in Oatley
Pleasure Grounds) and Carss Point Baths. The NSW
Environment Protection Authority through the
Beachwatch/Harbourwatch program monitors these
sites (Table 3.1). An improvement has been seen over
the past year at these Baths, with both areas jumping
up the rank significantly.
Site

Rainfall
Rainfall in Kogarah (Figure 3.2) has been like the rest
of the Sydney region in experiencing exceptionally
dry weather conditions. The monthly precipitation in
2003-04 has been significantly lower (525mm) than
the 105-year average (1102mm), with the exception
of November 2003.

Oatley Bay
Baths
Carss Point
Baths

Compliance %

Overall
Ranking
(out of 21)

Faecal
Coliforms

Enterococci

100

100

1

100

87

6

Table 3.1- Compliance and ranking of Sites in Kogarah
during summer 2002-2003
Source: Beach Watch – Annual Report, October 2003

NB: information for 2003/2004 has not been released
at the time of publication
The Beachwatch Annual Report can be found at:
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/beach/annual.htm

Figure 3.2: Kogarah Rainfall 2003/2004
Source: B.O.M. – Sans Souci station.

Response
Performance Indicators
The following performance indicators have been
chosen to help gauge the progress of our efforts to
improve the water quality of our waterways.
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This report is issued in October each year, it
describes the monitoring and reporting activities of
Beachwatch at Sydney estuarine bathing areas during
summer 2002–2003. The website contains specific
information on the Lower Georges River monitoring
sites with specific reference to Carss Point Baths and
Oatley Bay Baths.

Stormwater Management
In 1999 the EPA issued a directive to all Council’s to
implement Stormwater Management Plans (SMP) for
each of their Catchments. This legally binding 3 year
Plan contained structural and non-structural actions
that address issues such as community education,
pollution and erosion control. The plans target specific
projects that are to be undertaken by Council to
improve the quality of water discharged from the
Municipality. The projects listed in the document
are added to Council’s capital works each year as
scheduled by the plan. 2002 was the final year of
2004 State of the Environment Report
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implementation for the first five-year Lower Georges
River Stormwater Management Plan (LGRSMP) and
the Cooks River Stormwater Management Plan. A full
review of the status of the stormwater management
actions has been undertaken. The tasks include:
• Review SMP implementation and identify issues
• Review short term management objectives and
identify management options
• Evaluation of management options and
development of the revised implementation
strategy.
These tasks were undertaken in a way that the
revised SMP for Kogarah Council will fit within
the overarching strategies of the Southern Sydney
Catchment Blueprint. Kogarah Council has endorsed
the revised plan to be implemented over next 5-year
period (2003-2008).
Actions completed with 2003/2004, include:

Park Road, Kogarah Bay Litter and
Sediment control
Park Road, Kogarah Bay stormwater drain was
one of the remaining outlets draining into Kogarah
Bay without any treatment. Kogarah Council has
investigated different options to treat the stormwater
flows. Installation of different type of gross pollutant
trap at the end of the system into Park Road reserve
was considered but because of the tidal influence and
space restriction the preferred solution was at source
pollutant filter. The Ecosol RSF 100 were installed
in October 2003 as they capture more than 95 %
of gross pollutants > 1.5mm as well as sediments. A
by pass overflow eliminates the risk of flooding due
to pit blockage that can occur with other type of at
source pollutant trap.

Beverley Park and Carss Bush Park Litter
Trap
Gross pollutants like floating litter, vegetation
and other debris are a common problem in the
stormwater channels along Beverley Park and Carss
Bush Park.
Litter booms were installed in the channels in 1998
to prevent this floating litter and debris from entering
Kogarah Bay. Since their installation the litter booms
have collected a large amount of gross pollutants.
As a result of the usual wear and tear, however,
the booms were in bad shape, and the material
collected was escaping from the sides reducing their
effectiveness.
The problem of litter escaping from the sides of
litter booms is common at sites affected by tidal
water such as Beverley Park and Carss Park channels.
To combat this Bandalong traps were installed at
these sites. Bandalong traps are specifically design
for channels with tidal influence. With these litter
traps, litter once captured into the trap cannot be
dislodged by tidal or other disturbance. Bandalong
litter traps are easier to maintain as gross pollutants
are collected inside the cage and not littered across
the channel.

A Bandalong litter trap was installed in July 2003
in Beverley Park Channel to replace the old boom.
The trap collects litter from an approximate 187ha
catchment.

Ecosol RSF 100 at Park Road
2004 State of the Environment Report
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In addition, a Bandalong litter trap was installed
in December 2003 in the major concrete channel
running through Carss Bush Park. The trap collects
litter from an approximate 99ha catchment that has
an extensive pipe drainage system collecting road
runoff. The trap collects litter coming from two major
RTA roads: the Princess Highway and King Georges
Road. The Council was successful in receiving Roads
and Traffic Authority grant under its SEIP program for
this project.

Litter Blitz Program
Littering had been recognised as a serious problem
in two of Kogarah’s local parks - Dover Park and
Tom Ugly’s. These two parks, situated on the Georges
River, are very popular for picnicking and fishing, with
thousands of people, both residents and tourists,
visiting them over a single summer period.

Display signs were implemented on top of the traps
to inform the public on gross pollutants removal.

Educational signage
Educational signage has been installed in Moore
Reserve, Poulton Park, Empress Reserve, Donnelly
Reserve, Grosvernor Reserve. These signs (examples
below) explain, how a GPT functions, how many
pollutants are removed and what is the impact on
receiving waters.
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To address this problem Kogarah Council and
the community group, Kogarah Bay Protection
Group worked together to undertake an extensive
Litterblitz campaign promoting community awareness,
knowledge and understanding of the impact littering
has on the environment. A secondary consideration
was the financial consequences of littering. This
LitterBlitz campaign started in October 2002 and ran
until October 2003.
The Litter Blitz campaign targeted the problem of
littering in a number of ways:
• Signage warning people of littering fines
• Stencilling on fishing platform encouraging people
to keep our rivers clean by placing rubbish in the
bin
• Plaques on benches reminding people to put
rubbish in the bin
• Stencilling on pavements and seats warning
people of littering fines
• Regular patrols by the Kogarah Bay Protection
Group - this involves litter surveys and the
handing out of cigarette butt bins to increase
awareness of litter issues
• Patrols by Council rangers
• Educational signage explaining the effects of litter
on our native wildlife

2004 State of the Environment Report
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Performance Indicators
Council has continued with its commitment to treat
stormwater before it reaches our Bays and Rivers.
The 2,500 pits located all over Kogarah LGA act as
sediments traps and are cleaned on a regular basis. All
the small GPT’s including the Litter Nets in Kogarah
Bay, Bandalong trap at Beverley Park and Carss Bush
Park, Ski Jump Trap at Oatley and Litter Baskets
throughout Connells Point, Oatley and Park Road are
also cleaned and maintained to regularly ensure they
remain effective.
Around 90 tonnes of rubbish has been collected last
year from pits and small GPT’s and disposed of by
Kogarah Council. Without these pits and GPTs this
rubbish could have ended up in our bays and the
Georges River.

Figure 3.4 – Cleaning of GPT at Grosvernor Reserve.

Following is a listing of Kogarah Councils stormwater
treatment devices, their location, the catchment area
they treat and the type of pollutants they treat.

Our larger Gross Pollution Traps located in Poulton
Park (South Hurstville), Moore Reserve (Hurstville
Grove), Empress Reserve (Hurstville South),
Donnelly Reserve (Connells Point) and Grosvenor
Reserve (Hurstville South) are cleaned on a regular
maintenance cycle. This year, approximately 59 tonnes
of rubbish has been removed from our larger GPT’s.

Estuary Management
Figure 3.3 - Weight of litter removed from CDS Unit located
in Kogarah LGA % Catchment Treated

The objective of the NSW Estuary Management
Policy is to prepare an Estuary Management Plan.
Council has already undertaken the following steps of
the Estuary Management Process as per the Estuary
Management Manual (1992):

Estuary Management Committee
In line with the NSW Estuary Management
Policy, an Estuary Management Committee was

2004 State of the Environment Report
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established in 1998. The Estuary and Floodplain
Management Working Party’s objective is to
facilitate the integrated, balanced, responsible and
ecologically sustainable management of Kogarah’s
bays and surrounding waterways. The Committee
consists of Councillors, Council technical officers,
and representatives from the Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources,
NSW Fisheries, Sydney Water, Waterways Authority,
and local residents. With a blend of technical and
non-technical participants, the Committee is a great
example of State and Local Government agencies
and community partnership in Natural Resource
Management.

Data Compilation Study
The Data Compilation Study was published as the
“Estuary Issues and Value Study”. The Study involved
the discovery, assembly and summarising of all data
relevant to estuarine processes and management.
Compilation of data and consultation with relevant
stakeholders allowed data gaps to be defined and
a preliminary identification of issues. The “Estuary
Issues and Values Study” was completed in late 2001.

The Estuary Process Study
The goal of the Estuary Process study is to address,
and if possible measure and document variations in
base-line conditions. The three components are :
• The various physical processes of importance to
the Estuary
• The various water quality parameters of
importance to the estuary
• The various ecological and biological parameters
of importance to the estuary.
The ‘Decision Support Tool’ (DST) addressed the
first two components of the Process study, and was
developed to determine the hydrodynamics of the Bay
(physical processes) and provide estimates of the fate
of pollutants (water quality) entering the Bay from its
surrounding catchments.

colonizing artificial units of habitat (AUHs), namely
plastic potscourers, are being examined in the Bay
in the development of procedures for an ongoing
assessment of the effects of urban runoff on estuarine
benthic assemblages. Two locations (Beverley Park
and Carrs Park) which are near stormwater channels
carrying urban runoff were selected as the main
locations of concern. Two similar areas (Bonney
Street Wharf and Botany Bay Yacht Club) away from
the stormwater channels were selected to serve as
“control” locations.

The Estuary Management Plan
The Estuary Management Study will culminate in the
production of an Estuary Management Plan. Council
is currency in the process of developing this Plan; it is
due for finalisation at the beginning of 2005. The Plan
is being developed with comprehensive consultation
with the EMC, government stakeholders, and the
wider community. It will be structured within a Triple
Bottom Line Framework that captures the significance
of the estuary. The Plan will promote cooperation
between government departments, management
committees, landholders and estuary users to provide
better estuary management.
Other responses from Council include;
• Participation in the development of the Southern
Sydney Catchment Blueprint.
• Participation in the Cooks River Science Program.
• Review and implementation of the Lower
Georges and Cooks River Stormwater
Management Plans
• Active involvement in the Streamwatch program
in conjunction with five local schools; Georges
River Senior College, Blakehurst High School,
Kogarah High School, South Hurstville Public
School and Kogarah Public School.
• Active Environmental Education programs in local
Schools and with Community groups.

The Biological Process Study is currently taking
place in Kogarah Bay. Assemblages of invertebrates
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Flood Plain Management

Poulton Park Flood Study

Council is currently required, under the NSW
Governments Floodplain Risk Management Act to
develop a Floodplain Risk Management Plan for
each of its catchments. The objective of the study
is to determine flood behaviour, defining the nature
and extent of flood risk in the catchment. Council
has prioritised catchments based on a technical
assessment of the condition of the drainage assets
and available information such as flooding records.
Catchments 2/3 (Beverley Park Catchment) and 12
(Poulton Park Catchment) have been identified as
areas of priority.

A Floodplain Study for the Poulton Park Catchment
began in early 2004. The first steps of the flood study
are completed, the data have been collected and
analysed and the hydrologic and hydraulic models
have been setup. Calibration of the model is about to
be validated.

Beverly Park Flood Study
A Floodplain Study for the Beverley Park Catchments
began in early 2003. The Flood study is now
completed and the community consultation process is
about to start.
The aims of the community consultation process are
to:

•
•
•
•

Inform residents about the floodplain risk
management process,
Release the information on the findings of the
flood study
Inform residents on their roles and
responsibilities
Establish communication between the Floodplain
Management Committee and the local
community in order to work in partnership
towards the development of a Floodplain Risk
Management Plan.

2004 State of the Environment Report

Based on the results of the modelling, and as per the
NSW Floodplain Management Manual, the flood prone
areas will be identified. A public exhibition of the draft
report will be undertaken next year. The flood study
will provide the basis for the future stages of the
floodplain management process, which includes the
floodplain risk management study and the floodplain
risk management plan.

Floodplain Risk Management Program
The Estuary and Floodplain Management Committee
has decided to develop a floodplain risk management
program encompassing the entire Kogarah
Municipality. This program provides a 6-year planning
for developing and implementing floodplain risk
management plans in the municipality.

Integrated Catchment Planning
Integrated planning brings together urban design,
open space and development control, and has the
ability to solve existing flood problems and stop
potential flooding problems from occurring. This is
accomplished by controlling redevelopment to ensure
that all potential and existing problems are addressed
before redevelopment begins.
Council’s Development & Health and Assets &
Services Departments work together to ensure
that re-developments do not adversely impact
current catchment and floodplain management.
This allows Council to complete flooding and
stormwater system planning by placing conditions
on development applications that allow for the
expansion of the current drainage network to cope
with future increased stormwater flows. Conditions
include retention devices, on-site detention systems,
permissible site discharge and stormwater treatment
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devices.
Council is also currently investigating the proposed
possibility of land acquisitions on flood prone areas,
this land would then be used for flood mitigation
and for possible stormwater harvesting and re-use
systems.

Performance Indicators
Beverley Park Flood study was completed in June
2004. Poulton Park Flood Study should be completed
by November 2004.

Total Water Cycle Management
Council has a long history of incorporating sustainable
design and planning into projects to ensure water
is used more efficiently. The Kogarah Town Square
Redevelopment (194 residential apartments), for
example, is expected to achieve a 42% reduction
in water consumption from Sydney Water storages
through a combination of water efficiency measures
and new water sources (rainwater harvesting).
Council has now taken sustainable water management
to a catchment level by integrating total water cycle
management (TWCM) principles into on-ground
projects within its Beverley Park Catchment, in a
planned and strategic approach.

being used every year for irrigation in Kogarah, with
more sustainable options of water efficient irrigation
practices and using stormwater and treated effluent
for watering recreational parks and golf courses.

Participation in Sydney Waters “Every
Drop Counts” Program
The project aims to assist Council in achieving a
3-star rating in the Sydney Water Corporation’s
“Every Drop Counts” (EDC) Business Program by
the end of 2004 thereby ensuring that Council has
established formal “Water Management Systems” and
is undertaking water efficient practices.
By participating in the program, Council aims to gain
a better understanding of water usage and identify
opportunities for reducing at least 10% in water
consumption through greater efficiencies and best
practice management.
Council conducted with assistance from Sydney
Water Corporation, a water management diagnostic
workshop in early 2004 and developed a Water
Management Implementation Plan. This plan
establishes a framework by which Council can
improve the management of water resources in the
LGA.

Council, in partnership with Sydney Water
Corporation and the Institute of Sustainable Futures,
UTS, has taken a holistic approach to managing
water, wastewater and stormwater in the 224hectare sub-catchment of Beverley Park. The project
has developed a TWCM Strategy for the Beverley
Park Catchment to identify priority projects in the
catchment that produce the most cost-effective water
savings.
The Council has endorsed the strategy and is
committed to three priority projects identified for
implementation in 2004/05. The first project will
enhance the ongoing water efficiency rollouts from
Sydney Water Corporation and the other two
projects focus on creating new water sources. By
2005/06, the implementation of these projects will
replace up to 150 million litres of drinking water
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Benefits of the project include;

•
•

Demonstrated corporate commitment by
Council and staff
Efficient operating procedures within Council, as
well as investigation and integration of new and
innovative technology
2004 State of the Environment Report
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•
•

Reporting, feedback and control systems in place
within Council
Improved metering and monitoring

Current status
The Water Management Implementation Plan has
been prepared and completed by Sydney Water and
Council Staff. Council will undertake actions in the
plan and strive towards receiving a 3-Star rating
by the end of 2004. The Implementation Plan is an
adaptive plan and actions will be updated every six
months, with an ultimate aim to achieve a 5-Star
rating

Beverley Park Water Reclamation Project
The project aims to reclaim up to 0.4 mega litres
of sewage every day for treatment and reuse for
irrigation at the Beverley Park Golf Club (BPGC) and
five other parks in the Kogarah LGA. It is expected
that this project will reduce potable water use in
Kogarah by as much as 140 mega litres every year.
Council will intercept sewerage at Beverley Park
before it flows to the local sewerage treatment
plant. This process of water reclamation (sometimes
known as “sewer mining”) will see sewage pumped
to a small custom-designed treatment station, which
uses membrane technology, to provide effluent that
can be used for irrigation directly on BPGC and
nearby Jubilee Oval, as well as piped or trucked to
various KMC parks in the Kogarah LGA.
The project scope will include upgrading of irrigation
equipment and practice so that this new recycled
source is used efficiently.
It is envisaged that by 2005/06 the project will:

•
•
•
•

Ensure all of Council’s irrigation needs are met
by efficient use of recycled water,
Reduce loads on the sewerage treatment plant
by as much as 750 kilolitres per day in summer,
Reduce sewage overflows entering the Georges
River,
Increase community awareness and knowledge
of water efficiency and water reuse,
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•

Reduce water consumption and increase use of
recycled water by two of the catchment’s most
significant water users - Beverley Park Golf Club
and Jubilee Oval

Current status
An Options Study has been completed in April 2004,
which outlines the technical and cost dimensions of
the project.
The next step will see Council and Sydney Water
project team undertake a detailed Design and
Consultation phase during 2004/05. It is expected
that the project will be constructed and on-line by
summer of 2005.

Rainwater Tanks in Schools Project
The project will assist all 22 primary and secondary
schools in the Kogarah LGA to increase the efficiency
of water use and install rainwater tanks to reduce
potable water use in toilet flushing and irrigating
school gardens.
A recent study into the potential for rainwater tanks
in Kogarah’s schools by UTS shows that these schools
can meet up to 70% of all their water needs for
irrigation and toilet flushing by installing rainwater
tanks between 2000 -10,000 litres depending on the
size of the school.
This equates to reducing potable water usage by 7
million litres every year in the Kogarah LGA.
By 2005 the project will:
• Reduce potable water use in schools by 3 litres/
day/ student
• Educate students and teachers to ensure longterm behaviour change, including measurable
outcomes through local interschool competition
initiatives.
• Reduce stormwater run-off and improve water
quality in Georges Bay
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Current status
Council will audit schools’ water use, provide advice
on reduction strategies, and liaise with Sydney Water
Corporation regarding education programs for each
of the schools. It is anticipated that the first rainwater
tanks begin to be installed at schools in late 2004.

Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help reduce water
consumption and improve water quality within the
Kogarah Local Government Area.
• Purse water saving programs for Council facilities
• Undertake water quality improvement programs
• Conduct an industrial audit program
• Undertake floodplain risk management programs
• Implement Total Water Cycle Management
program
• Undertake stormwater education programs

•
•

any excess spills
Wash out paint brushes over the lawn
Clean rubbish out of the street gutters.

Out and About:
•
•
•
•
•

Pick up your animal droppings,
Don’t litter
Carry a portable ashtray for your cigarette butts
Take an active role in volunteer projects such as
clean up day campaigns
Become a Georges Riverkeeper volunteer call
9330 9400

What the community can do to improve
water quality
Around the home:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Maximise the area within your yard that allows
water infiltration
Ensure that chemicals such as paints and
detergents, oils and greases don’t enter the
stormwater system
Ensure that your sewerage system has not been
inadvertently connected to your stormwater
drainage
Wash your car on the lawn
Don’t sweep or hose grass clippings into the
stormwater system, these can be composted
Cover piles of sand, soil or mulch to stop them
washing into drains
Build barriers around your garden beds to
contain the soil
Plant grass where soil is exposed
Use lawn fertilisers and pesticides with care,
don’t over use, follow instructions and clean up
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Biodiversity
Biological diversity (biodiversity) is the variety of all
life forms: the different plants, animals, their genes
(DNA) and the ecosystems (eg rainforests) of which
they are a part.
In Article 2 of the 1992 United Nations Convention of
Biodiversity, biodiversity was defined as:
The variability among living organisms from all
sources including, inter alia1, terrestrial, marine
and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological
complexes of which they are a part; this includes
diversity within species, between species and of the
ecosystem.
In Australia the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act, 1999 (EPBC Act) and the National
Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s Biological
Diversity expands on this definition by identifying three
levels of diversity:
1. genetic; the variety of genetic information
contained in all of the individual plants, animals
and micro-organisms that inhabit the earth.
2. species; the variety of species on earth.
3. ecosystems; the variety of habitats, biotic
communities and ecological processes.
The above three diversity levels are interrelated and
interdependent in that a species survival is dependent
on its habitat (eg. ecosystem) while the ecosystem
type is affected by the diversity of species within it.

Pressure
Fragmentation & Clearing of Vegetation
The extent of urban development in the Kogarah
LGA has had significant impact on biodiversity.
Land clearing for public, commercial and private
development has resulted in the loss of 95% of the
natural landscape. The remaining 5% or 68.7 hectares
is fragmented bushland spread over 14 sites of varying
sizes most falling between 0.5 hectares to 11.3
hectares with only one site over 20 hectares.
1 Inter alia – among other things
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One of the most significant effects on bushland
reserve biodiversity is that the reserves are limited
in number (14 sites), small (64% of reserves are
under 3.5 hectares) and they are situated very close
to residential housing and roadways. In addition the
two larger reserves are configured in a way that has
resulted in the creation of a narrow elongated strip
of bushland along one side of their respective gullies.
As an example the lower section of Pouton Park
width is 250 metres but this width is not maintained
as it quickly tapers to a width of approximately 42
metres. Many of these sites are unsuitable as safe and
sustainable habitat for a significant number of medium
to larger native fauna (eg wombats) that once would
have occupied the Kogarah LGA.
Because of their location and limited size the
boundaries of bushland reserves are highly vunerable
to “edging effect”. This occurs where the outer
areas of the bushland are subject to deterioration by
encroachment by adjoining private property owners,
illegal clearing of native vegetation (eg to improve
views), introducing exotic species along the boundary
of the native bushland (eg European style garden
plants), and clearing for fear of the fire potential. This
leads to further fragmentation of the corridor links in
and between bush reserves.
In addition, the extensive loss of understorey plant
species (ie shrubs and grasses) has resulted in a
significant decline in potential habitat for local fauna
including the smaller native fauna species such as birds
and reptiles. Plant species loss at this level increases
the visibility and exposure of small native fauna to
predators.

Noxious Weeds
Noxious weeds tend to be introduced plant species
that multiply more quickly than native species, are
highly adaptable to different environments, and are
competitive with native species. Apart from human
impacts noxious weeds pose the greatest threat to
native urban bushland. Table 4 lists the Noxious Weed
Categories while Table 5 list the noxious weeds found
in the Kogarah LGA that pose a significant threat to
the remaining native vegetation.
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Table 4

Diagrams: Buchanan,R.A.(1996) Bush Regeneration: Recovering Australalian Landscapes, Open Training & Education Network.
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Table 5.

Changed Fire Regime
The lack of an appropriate fire regime has also had an
adverse affect on the natural bushland in the Kogarah
LGA. Many native plant species are dependent on
fire for their continued survival. Urban development
alters the pattern of fire, and fire is either excluded
completely for long periods, or used more frequently
to clear accumulated fuel from the ground. This
invariably leads to decreased indigenous species
diversity and subjects the land to weed invasion
2004 State of the Environment Report

by those species outlined in Table 5 but also other
species such as the Madeira vine (Adredera cordifolia),
Morning Glory (Ipomea indica), Asparagus fern
(Protoasparagus aethiopicus) Fleabane (Conyza albida)
and Panic Veldt grass (Ehrharta erecta). Other invasive
weeds include: Mickey Mouse plant (Ochna serrulata)
African olive (Olea europaea var. aficana), Wandering
Jew (Tradescantia albiflora) and Nasturtium (Tropaeolum
majus).
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Increased Moisture & Nutrient Levels
The native vegetation has successfully adapted to
the infertile and poor nutrient rich Hawkesbury
sandstone and Gymea soils within Kogarah LGA.
Increased moisture and nutrient levels (from sources
outlined below) results in the decline of the native
vegetation because the introduced conditions favour
exotic plants that have high tolerance to the chemical
changes to the soils. Sources of increased nutrient and
moisture levels into bushland areas include:
• The flow of stormwater from residential
development carries nutrient enriched silt and
pollutants.

•
•

•

The dumping of rubbish or garden and lawn
clippings increases nutrient and moisture levels.
Run-off from cleared areas, roads, domestic
gardens and non-porous surfaces increases
moisture and nutrient levels.
The use of domestic pesticides that eliminate
insects that provides a food source for native
species.

Introduced Animals
The remaining native fauna in the Municipality is
dependent on the native vegetation, which offers
subsistence, habitat and protection. In small areas of
bushland native animals easily fall prey to exotic or
introduced species such as dogs, cats and foxes. Rats
and birds also displace native fauna. Displacement
also occurs by human intervention when native fauna
are captured and removed for pets.

Inappropriate Uses
Inappropriate use, such as trail bike riding and
other vehicles entering sensitive bushland parks and
reserves destroys native vegetation and, therefore,
habitat and food resources for native fauna. They
also compact the soil and increases erosion. Casual
disturbance such as dumping of rubbish and garden
refuse makes the bushland aesthetically unpleasant
and introduces excessive levels of moisture and
nutrients, which is also ideal for weed establishment.
The removal of bush rock and plants as a cheap
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source of landscaping material also degrades the
bushland and removes habitat for ground dwelling
native animals. Residents sometimes clear public
bushland to extend their private open space.

State
The Kogarah Local Government area lies at the
edge of the lower Georges River catchment. The
catchment has an area of approximately 7,300
hectares. The Kogarah LGA comprises 20% or 1,460
hectares. Relative to the total area approximately
184 hectares is open space consisting of parks,
reserves, bushland and foreshore areas. Of the total
area of open space approximately 68.7 hectares
is bushland parks or reserves. There are 14 sites
within the Municipality that are categorised as
Natural Areas-Bushland (Figure 4.1). These sites
consist primarily of Open Forest, Woodland and
Natural Riparian Foreshore areas.

Principles for Sustainable Biodiversity in
Kogarah LGA
Kogarah has adopted three guiding principles to
ensure the sustainability of its biological diversity;
these are:
1. Comprehensiveness that aims to secure diversity
across its bushland and riparian areas,
2. Adequacy is based on each bushland and riparian
area being of sufficient size to maintain the viability
and integrity of the native bushland and riparian
populations, species and communities,
3. Representativeness seeks to ensure the
sustainability of the diversity of the native bushland
and riparian populations, species and communities.
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Figure 4.1 Bushland in the Kogarah Municipality
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Bushland, Parks and Reserves
Soil Type
Soils contribute to and influence the type of
vegetation cover that will be found in any one
location within the Municipality They provide
growth factors for plants in that they: support plant
structures, provide a source of oxygen, control
temperature, contain water and plant nutrients. There
are three principal soil types, initially derived from
sedimentary rock, within the Kogarah LGA that have
impacted on the vegetation type:
• Gymea Soil
• Hawkesbury Sandstone
• Wianamatta Shale

Gymea Soil
This soil type is generally moderately acid and has
high permeability with low water capacities. In
addition, Gymea soils also have low nutrient levels
relative to their phosphorus and nitrogen content
(Chapman & Murphy:1989). The soil can also present
an erosion hazard when surrounding vegetation is
disturbed or there are low levels of ground cover. This
category of soil is principally found in the suburb of
Carss Park.

Hawkesbury Sandstone
Hawkesbury sandstone based soils are strongly acidic
and generally deficient in phosphate and nitrogen. The
soils have low available water capacities a condition
that best suits local indigenous vegetation (Chapman
& Murphy:1997). The last remaining outcrops of
Hawkesbury sandstone contain remnant and native
vegetation that is specific to the Kogarah area.
Hawkesbury sandstone is the main underlying soil
that comprises the Kogarah LGA.

Wianamatta Shale
The Wianamatta Shale that extends across and down
from the railway line between Allawah and Mortdale
once supported the Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera)
– Ironbark Forest is now almost completely gone,
apart from two small stands that remain in Quarry
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Reserve and Shipwrights Bay Reserve. Wianamatta
shale is comprised of relatively fine consolidated clays,
silts and sand (particles 0.05-0.002mm) with varying
amounts of cementation.

Woodland
Kogarah’s Woodland ecosystem consists mainly of
trees from the eucalyptus species such as Eucalyptus
haemastoma. Woodland trees are fewer in number
and more scattered throughout the bushland than
trees found in forest ecosystems. The spacing of
trees within Woodlands is also different to those
found in forest in that their canopies are not in
contact with those of another nearby tree. The
understorey of Woodland area consists of wattles,
banksias, native grasses and shrubs.

Open Forest
Dry sclerophyll or open forest consist trees with
height ranges from 5 to 30 metres. Common
associated trees species include Eucalyptus punctata,
Eucalyptus longifolia, Eucalyptus pilularis etc. The
understorey consist of shabby layer comprised of
plants such as Banksias, Acacias, Grevillea, native
grasses etc. Open forest soils are generally rocky,
sandy well-drained soils with little water retaining
capacity and are nutrient-poor especially in regards to
phosphorous levels.

Bushland Parks Classification
Table 1, provides an overview of each of the bushland
parks within the Kogarah LGA, their classification,
dominant vegetation type within each classification
and the total area of bushland within the park. It
should be noted that in most of these parks only
a portion of the total park area is bushland. Only
Oatley Point Reserve, Kyle Williams Reserve, and
parts of Carss Bush Park (one site contains a forest
of Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis) and another site
a strand of Swamp Mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta))
contain significant areas of bushland (in comparison
to their size). Also, parts of Poulton Park could be
considered pristine representative bushland within
the Kogarah LGA.
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Threatened Species in Kogarah LGA
Kogarah Council has identified 14 bushland reserves.
The bushland consists of more than 140 different
recorded species of plants. The LGA also contains
the threatened population Gosford Wattle (Acacia
prominens) as well as littoral rainforest species
Tuckeroo (Cupaniopsis anacardioides), Muttonwood
(Rapanea variabilis) and Bastard Rosewood (Synoum
glandulosum) (Brogan:2000). Table 1 provides a
listing of the vegetation types relative to each of the
ecosystem categories.

GOSFORD WATTLE (Acacia prominens) in CARSS BUSH
PARK

Flora
Example of Existing Flora Biodiversity
Table 2, is provided as a demonstration of the
diversity of native vegetation found in many of the
parks and reserves in the Kogarah LGA (Source:
National Trust 1996, Native Species Vegetation Survey for
Carss Bush Park).
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Fauna

• Eastern Water Skink

The native vegetation in the parkland supports a
number of native animals, including birds like the
Eastern Rosella and Tasmanian Silver-eye, reptiles such
as the Eastern Water Skink and the Weasel Skink as
well as the Ring-tailed and Brush tailed Possums. In
addition, the Common Eastern Froglet is also found
in specific Kogarah LGA parks (White, 1998). Of all
the fauna species present in the parkland birds are the
most predominant. Table 3 provides a listing of some
of the bird species recorded in the summer of 1996
and the spring of 1997 by White (1998). In addition,
White (1998) reported that there were five species of
reptiles located in Kogarah LGA parks:

• Bar-sided Skink
• Weasel Skink
• Garden Skink
• Delicate Skink

Table 3.
References:
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White, A (1998) Fauna Survey of Kogarah Bushland Reserves, Biosphere Environmental ConsultantsPty Ltd.
Webster’s Birds of Australia, a multimedia title in Australian Animals Series, CD-Rom, 1998.
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The ground dwelling native animals have almost
disappeared from the Kogarah LGA because of nonnative species predators such foxes, dogs, cats, rats
and mice (White, 1998).

Responses
Council undertakes a number of initiatives to sustain
biodiversity. These actions include but are not limited
to the following:
1. Private property offers the opportunity to further
enhance the biodiversity of the Kogarah LGA. Where
Council receives a Development Application for
private property development and if the application
requests the removal of a tree(s) and if approval
is granted to remove a tree(s) then the applicant
is required to replace the trees with one or more
indigenous tree(s) or shrubs of Kogarah listed in
Tables 4 and 5.
2. Council is currently reviewing its Tree
Preservation Order with the intent for it to be more
comprehensive with regard to the management
of trees on private property. The Draft Tree
Preservation Order will be placed on public
exhibition and the public invited to comment on the
proposals in the Order.
3. Landscaped parks and reserves offer opportunities
to plant indigenous native species as part of the
overall landscape design of its parks and reserves.
Council’s policy is to plant only indigenous species in
these locations.
4. Council actively participates in National Tree
Day, Biodiversity Month, Weed Buster Week as
well as undertakes other initiatives to educate the
community on the need to protect to conserve and
rehabilitate the natural environment.
5. Park and reserves that adjoin the Georges River
Foreshore provide the opportunity to reinstate
riparian vegetation by removing, in many cases, the
existing aging seawalls structures such as the one at
Claydon Reserve, Sans Souci and constructing riparian
gardens and planting riparian vegetation including
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saltmarsh, mangroves and other species.
6. Kogarah LGA has 219 kilometres of pedestrian
pathway that provide the opportunity to create a
network of green links by planting indigenous street
trees to enhance both biodiversity and the amenity
of the streetscape. Council is to commence the
preparation of a Street Tree Inventory to identify
existing street trees, their location and condition. The
collected information will be collated and entered
into Council’s GIS system and the maps that are
produced will provide information including the
identification of gaps where additional planting could
be undertake. This will prepare the way for the
preparation of a Street Tree Master Plan.
7. Several of Council’s Regional Parks provide the
opportunity to create small but effective urban forest.
Parks such as Poulton Park, Parkside Drive Reserve
and Moore Reserve have significant open space
areas part of which could be utilised for urban forest
development or extensive landscaping with indigenous
plant species.
8. Council appoints professional bush regeneration
contractors to work in its bushland parks and
reserves. Over the last two years these contracts
have exceeded $200,000. Current major works are
being carried out at:
a. Shipwrights Bay Reserve, Blakehurst
b. Carss Bush Park, Carss Park
c. Moore Reserve, Oatley
d. Poulton Park, Hurstville Grove
9. As part of the bush regeneration pile burns are
carried out in conjunction with the local NSW Fire
Brigade. Pile burning enhances the ecological process
of regeneration by assisting in the gemination of
native plant seeds stored in the ground.
10. Council also engages the services of bushcare
volunteers at Moore Reserve, Oatley and Poulton
Park and Hurstville Grove who meet one Sunday per
month.
11. Council has scheduled to prepare a Biodiversity
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Plan for the Kogarah LGA within the next two years.
Preliminary studies will be completed in the interim
period as part of the preparation of various Plans of
Management for various bushland parks.
12. In 2003 under the GreenWeb Sydney program
Council continued works of the Kogarah Greenway
Plan to reinforce Council’s commitment to improving
the local environment and to minimise the impacts
of ubanisation. The Kogarah Greenway Plan is a
linear recreational route commencing at Neverfail
Bay Reserve and extending along the Como Bridge
pedestrian and bicycle access to the Bridge. It is
designed to link existing remnant bushland, open
space and streetscapes to create a habitat corridor
within the LGA. It will also provide an opportunity

for the revegetation of specific areas and the
interpretation of special features along the route. In
the 2003/2004 financial year Council’s consultant
prepared two documents, the Feasibility Study for
Greenways within Kogarah LGA and Bushland Assessment
& Development of a Works Program for the Como
Walkway, which resulted in the initial planting of 6,854
plants with the study area. The project is to continue
in the 2004/2005 financial year.

Indigenous Trees of Kogarah LGA
Council encourages its residents to assist in enhancing
the natural environment and improve biodiversity by
planting indigenous plants on private property. The
preferred plants are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4
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Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help protect Kogarah’s
biodiversity:
• GreenWeb controls and policy adopted
• Prepare a Street Tree Master Plan
• Research urban impacts on native vegetation and
provide sustainability strategies
• Research urban impacts on native fauna and
provide sustainability strategies
• Prepare a strategic plan for the management of
sustainable terrestrial and marine ecosystems
• Ensure compliance with Council’s Tree
Preservation Order

What the community can do
Protect biodiversity:
•

•
•
•
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Create a bush-friendly garden by choosing native
plants to provide habitat for birds and other
native animals
Ensure that pet cats are at home after dark to
prevent them from harming native animals
Join Bushcard Volunteer Groups for a hands on
experience
Report to Council any rubbish dumping, tree
poisoning and other forms of bush vandalism.
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Waste
Waste is part of everyday living. Everyone produces
some waste each day. Every piece of waste thrown in
the bin means the natural resources used to produce
this product has been thrown away and valuable landfill
space reduced.
Recycling is an obvious way to reduce waste going
to landfill, however, Kogarah Council is also focusing
on how to help the community reduce the amount
of waste produced, how to identify products which
could be reused instead of being thrown away or if the
product could be composted.
Since the last comprehensive State of Environment
report, Kogarah Council has outranked the other St
George Council’s in terms of reducing waste going
to landfill. Our diversion of waste to Landfill hit a
record of 55% in December 2003 an achievement
that has not been reached since the start of the
contract in November 1999 (prior to 1999 Kogarah’s
diversion rate was around 20%) while the diversion
rates for Hurstville and Rockdale are 42.5% and 29%
respectively for 2003.
Kogarah Council continues to work with our residents
to reduce waste and make improvements to our
current collection service.
In September 2003, the state Government created a
new Department of Environment and Conservation
(DEC). The DEC incorporates the staff of the EPA,
NPWS, Royal Botanic Gardens and Resource NSW,
and creates strong linkages with the Sydney Catchment
Authority. However the waste legislation which is the
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery (WARR) Act
2001 remains the same.

The Population of Kogarah LGA for 2003 was
approximately 52,000. Nearly 40% of houses in Kogarah
are multiple occupancy dwellings. Total Garbage to
Landfill has decreased and so has the kg per capita rate
(187kg/pp/yr in 2003). This shows that overall even
though the population is increasing the total amount of
waste being produced is decreasing.
Council’s Contamination rate has also hit an all time
low of 3.7%. This is measured by Waste Services NSW
through audits and this reduction in contamination was
recorded in an audit conducted in November 2003.
Education and constant surveillance have achieved the
milestones above.

State
Domestic Waste
All vehicles collecting residual waste, dry recyclables or
garden organics from the Kogarah waste management
contract are delivered to appropriate depots for
disposal, bulking up or processing. All vehicles are
weighed over a licensed weighbridge and the resultant
vehicle weights are recorded and submitted to Council
on a fortnightly basis by Waste Service NSW. Quarterly
waste data is submitted to the EPA (Environment
Protect Authority).
In Table 5.1 is annual data from 1998 to 2003 showing
gross tonnes of dry recyclables and garden organics
diverted from landfill, total tonnes diverted, tonnes of
residual waste to landfill, the total Domestic Waste
Stream and the gross diversion rates.

Pressure
The following pressures affect the amount of waste
from being diverted from Landfill:
• an increasing population,
• a high proportion of medium density housing
• a society focussed on consuming and
• marketing of products with increased packaging.
2004 State of the Environment Report
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Table 5.1:

Domestic Waste Quarterly tonnage and Diversion Rate Data

Graph 5.2: Shows the composition of the domestic waste Stream

Kogarah’s waste diverted from landfill remains stable at 51%, indicating that residents remain enthusiastic to use
both recycling bins.
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Table 5.2:

Table 5.3:

Total Diversion Figure

Waste to landfill

Total Garbage to Landfill has decreased and so has the kg per capita rate (187kg/pp/yr) as shown in the table above.
This shows that overall even though the population is increasing slightly the total amount of waste being produced
is decreasing. This compares to 303 kg per person in 1999 under the previous waste management service. The
amount of garden waste sent to landfill (as a result of contamination) has reduced to zero (0) as a result of Kogarah
Council’s Waste Field Officer educating residents and monitoring bins.

Graph 5.2 Shows the number of services for 2003

From this we can see that the number of services is increasing in the Kogarah Council area.

Table 5.3:

Recycling Diverted from Landfill
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Kogarah residents remained keen recyclers as recycling
diverted from landfill has increased to 110 kg/pp/yr.
Green waste collected in clean up (for recycling) has
decreased slightly compared with 2001 and the metals
(for recycling) have decreased by approximately ½ of
the 2001. This is due to the removal of metals from the
Clean up by scavengers. Residents continue to maximise
recycling of materials with the Clean Up.
Clean up to landfill in 2003 has increased, slightly,
however the residents continue to put their material
out in three separate piles which allows maximum
recovery of metals and green waste. In 2004 Council
will be piloting a program called “Retail your Rubbish”.
The aim is for a Garage Sale on a larger scale
approximately a Clean up area. It is expected that
this will provide residents with a practical example of
reusing material.
In an attempt to increase recycling, in 2001 a twiceyearly Clean up service commenced. All houses and
units were offered the twice-yearly service, which
encourages the recycling of bulky garden waste and
metals. Each collection is serviced three times to allow
for the transportation of garden waste to a composting
facility and white goods to a metal recycler.

year. Both the bulky green waste and metal collection
reduced considerably from 2001. This may be due to
people cutting up green waste material and putting it
into their Green Waste bin. The reduction in metals is
primarily due to metals being removed from Clean up
sites prior to the collection by Cleanaway. Therefore
although this data cannot be recorded by Council, it is
fair to assume the material is being reused. Historically,
waste to landfill from a clean up service (with two
general waste collections) averaged 1000 tonnes per
year.

Kerbside Dry Recyclables Audit
A recycling trial was undertaken by Aprince Consulting
for Waste Services NSW and Theiss Services in
September 2002. Each Council’s material was
separately audited to provide Council’s with more
accurate results.
A sample size of 4 trucks were used collecting
recyclables in four main areas Kogarah Bay (Monday),
Blakehurst (Thursday) Oatley (Friday) and Carlton
(Monday).
Overall our contamination rate is 6% (2002) with
the average load density of 203kg/m3. This is quite
a concern, as glass fines made up 18% of the load.
Comparing figures the higher the compaction rate the
more glass fines compared to recoverable glass.
The contamination consisted of polystyrene, plastic
bags, clothing and textiles, garden waste, food waste,
nappies and metals.
The following contamination levels were found during
the July 2001 annual kerbside audits

Table 5.5: Other Domestic Waste ‘Clean-up’ Annual tonnage
and Diversion Rate

Table 5.5 demonstrates that the total Clean-up stream
for 2002 and 2003 are slightly lower than the previous
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Contamination of recycling

4.2%

Contamination of garden organics

0.8%

Efforts to minimise the level of contamination are
achieved, monitored and measured by a variety of
mechanisms including the following
1. Kerbside audits
2. Visual checks of incoming materials for processing
3. Waste Service NSW and Theiss audits
4. Infield checking by drivers, supervisors and
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Environmental Officers

Garden Waste
Waste Service NSW commissioned a garden waste
audit in mid 2000 sampling two loads. Results showed
0.82% and 1.26% respectively for contamination. Since
then, no audits have been conducted by Waste Service
NSW on Kogarah Council’s garden waste. We can
assume therefore that our contamination level has
remained the same as we have had no rejected loads.

Response
Customer Satisfaction on Council’s Waste
Service Survey
A Customer Satisfaction on Council’s Waste Service
was prepared in 2002
a. Objectives of the survey included:
b. Determine the level of satisfaction with waste
management collection services including garbage,
recycling, garden waste and cleanup.
c. Identify problems with collection services
d. Determine satisfaction with Waste Hotline
e. Provide information on service use
f. Determine if adequate information has been
provided to residents
g. Evaluate effectiveness of waste education programs

e.

Satisfaction by ward
Satisfaction with waste collection services was very
high in all wards. In Middle, East and West Ward,
satisfaction levels of 95% were reported. Satisfaction
in North Ward was slightly lower at 91%, with
dissatisfaction levels of 5%.

Waste Education
a.

b.
c.

d.

Survey Findings
Satisfaction with services
a.

b.

c.

d.

the vast majority of respondents reported being
very satisfied (74%) or satisfied (20%) with the
garbage collection services.
The figures were very similar for recycling and
garden waste, with satisfaction levels of 94% and
91% , respectively.
Dissatisfaction was only expressed by 3.3% of
respondents in relation to the garbage collection
and by 4.4% and 4% respectively for recycling and
garden waste.
The main reason for dissatisfaction with the
garbage was that the bin is too small. All

respondents expressing this view lived in
households of 3 or more and report their bin is
full or overfull weekly.
Other reasons for dissatisfaction with services
included bins being put back in the wrong place,
damage to bins and that the bins are not collected
often enough.

e.

The majority of respondents state that they
receive enough information about what goes into
each bin (79%) as well as about collection times for
each bin (84%).
The survey identified confusion with glass and
plastic recycling.
A high proportion of respondents thought that
drinking glasses are recyclable (60.2%) and just
under (25%) thought mirror glass, ceramics and
china can be placed in the recycling bin.
Other contaminates to the recycling stream that
respondents thought were recyclable include foam
(12%), plastic bags and metal pots and pans (19%).
A reasonable proportion of respondents thought
that ice cream containers were recyclable (58%).

Waste Hotline 1800 648 578
A total of 13% of respondents report having used
the Waste Hotline in the past and 8% report being
unaware of its existence.
Of those that have used the waste hotline, 85% report
being either satisfied or very satisfied with the service
they received and 83% satisfied with the time taken to
respond to their incident report.

Monitoring and Education
Council has employed a Waste Field Officer since the
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start of the new contract in 1999. The main objectives
of this role is to check bins prior to collection, assess
contamination, reject contaminated bins, leave letters
for residents and speak to residents.
All recycling and garden waste trucks are fitted with
a camera and monitor to aid drivers with identifying
contaminated recycling and garden waste bins. The
drivers record the address and notify Council who in
turn update their records and advise the resident of
the issue.

at festivals, school visits and local shopping precinct
displays to reinforce what items can be recycled.
The “Recycle Right” truck design competition attracted
entries from over 300 local school students. The
competition asked students to design artwork for the
side of our recycling trucks using the theme “What the
world would be like if everyone recycled right”?

Alongside the above we have an extensive education
programme. All these tools for educating and
monitoring have allowed us to achieve our record
results and continue improving on them.
The 2001/2003 Education program has been very
successful, which has shown in the results reduced
waste to Landfill and an increase in the recyclables
collected. As well as the specific programs below,
Council also advertised programs extensively in The St
George Leader and Kogarah Life.
An education campaign was conducted to promote
recycling of additional plastics, this included the
redesign of our recycling sticker and use of local media
to promote what can be recycled.

The “Contamination in Recycling Bin” competition was
run throughout local primary schools where students
guess as many items of contamination as they can find,
presentation to the winners were given by the Mayor
and “Billy the Bottle”.

The issue of plastic bag contamination in our recycling
bins was promoted to our CALD (NESB) community
by using ethnic radio and press.

In addition to sending out new resident recycling and
waste management information packs, regular onsite
visits to talk to groups of residents about recycling
were conducted throughout the year.
Two eye-catching costumes were designed for use
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Waste Calendars

Festivals and Community Days

New Waste Calenders were designed in September
2003 for delivery in November. A new size, more
education messages as well as brighter colours double
sided and an easier to read layout were delivered to
all residents. The new image worked to reinforce to
residents of the importance of recycling and correct
disposal of garbage.

Kogarah Council continues to be actively involved in
annual events such as, Clean-up Australia Day, Oatley
Lions Festival and the Spring into Kogarah Festival.

The waste and recycling calendars were also
redesigned to incorporate clean-up information and
additional plastics that have recently been added
to the list of recyclables. The calendars were hand
delivered to all Kogarah residents.

Litter Grant
Kogarah Council working with Hurstville and Rockdale
Council’s were successful in receiving a $15,000 grant
from the DEC called “Don’t Be a Tosser”. The regional
litter prevention project targets littering in and around
major transport corridors and commercial areas
across the three local government areas. The aims and
objectives of the project are:
• To reduce the amount of litter in and around
targeted hot-spots including railway stations, bus
stations and local streets;
• To increase the communities awareness of
the prevalence of litter and its impacts on the
environment and social amenity;
• To increase the communities knowledge of the
current legislation and fines corresponding to
littering.
The project includes a combination of strategies that
specifically target people travelling in and around
major transport corridors. These strategies combine
education, regulation and enforcement activities. The
specific activities include the promotion of “don’t be a
tosser” anti-littering messages via banners, billboards
and posters which will cover the major transport
modes, road, rail and bus networks respectively.
Detailed advertising in local papers and community
newsletters, community surveys and heightened
enforcement of current litter legislation supports the
above educational messages.
The grant was awarded to Council in November 2003
and therefore all final results will appear in the Quality
Assurance Report 2004.

Garbage Handling Code
In the January to December 2003 period the
waste department has provided comments to 30
Development Application’s. The Waste department
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specifically looks at bin rooms/bin storage areas within
unit blocks. The Better House Design Guide contains
all the requirements necessary for developers to
submit plans, which accommodate adequate storage
areas for the number of bins required and in a suitable
location. Council and Cleanaway work together on
bigger and challenging developments. One of the
more challenging ones this year was a townhouse
development on a suburban street with complaints
from residents about the number of bins that would
be put out at kerbside. Working with Cleanaway and
the developers we were able to find a solution to the
problem with minimal impact on surrounding residents.
Targets:
• To ensure the waste department is able to
provide comments on all relevant Development
Applications.
• To ensure the waste department make comments
on the siting of bin areas in commercial
developments.

submission went onto help Kogarah to win the overall
award for best Council.
The submission outlines Kogarah’s current procedures
for Illegal dumping, however we still have “Hot spot”
problems around unit block areas. In 2004 we are
going to review current procedures and look at
working with SSROC Council’s to achieve a regional
initiative.

Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help reduce the amount
of waste generated and increase the amount of
resources recycled.

•

•

Illegal Dumping in Kogarah
Kogarah Council works very hard to achieve the
following results on Illegal dumping.
Kogarah Council is the best performer out of the other
St George Council’s for monitoring and removal of
material by the dumper.
In the 2003 Metro pride awards, the illegal dumping
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•

•

A sustainable waste service is to be provided
that promotes recycling and re-use and efficiently
meets community expectations for waste
collection and management.
Community education on waste minimisation and
reuse is undertaken including education programs
such as “Earth Works”
The concept of “extended producer
responsibility” (to address avoidance/disposal
costs of packaging) is promoted.
The waste reduction targets of the Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery (WARR) Act
2001 are implemented
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•

Commercial opportunities for recycled products
and services are identified and promoted.

What the Community Can Do
To reduce waste you can:
• Buy items with less packaging
• Take your own cloth or string bag to the shops
• Buy in bulk when practical
To reuse waste you can:
• Take old magazines to the local doctors/dentist
surgery for others to read in waiting rooms
• Use plastic and glass containers to store items
• Use cardboard boxes to transport your groceries
home in the car
• Take old clothes to your local charity
To recycle you can:
• Check with your local Council to find out the
best way to recycle in your area.
To compost you can:
• Set up a compost or worm farm at home.

2004 State of the Environment Report
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Noise

Alarms

Noise pollution is any sound that interferes with an
individual’s comfort or tranquillity. It may come in many
forms such as noise from transport, industrial sites,
animals, alarms, air-conditioning units and pool pumps,
building sites and motor vehicles.

Faulty building or car alarms that sound unnecessarily
make up a large component of complaints received.
Building intruder alarms are only permitted to sound
for 10 minutes if installed prior to December 1, 1997
or 5 minutes if installed after the aforementioned date.
Car alarms are only permitted to sound for 45 seconds
or more than 90 seconds if installed before September
1, 1997.

Transport Noise

Air-conditioning Units/Pool Pumps

The Kogarah Municipality is greatly affected by transport
noise due to the major arterial routes throughout the
area. Heavy vehicles continually travel to the south coast
from both the Botany Industrial area and the Airport.
Residents who are located among the main roads
such as King Georges Road, Rocky Point Road, Princes
Highway are those who are most affected.

Complaints are generally received when residents have
air-conditioning units/pool pumps installed without
giving due consideration on the impacts of neighbouring
properties.

Pressure

Industrial Noise
Industrial areas are located within pockets of Planthurst
Road (Carlton), King Georges Road, Halstead Street
(Hurstville South), and Railway Parade.
There are approximately 250 industrial premises that
are continually monitored to combat the “background
creeping effect”

Domestic Noise
Pollution from domestic noise include swimming pool
pumps, air conditioning units, burglar alarms, amplified
music, barking dogs, roosters and other animals.
Council or the Police may be involved with dealing with
complaints within this area.

Barking Dogs
The most common complaint from residents is barking
dogs. Dog’s sometime bark when they are;
• Chained to a fixed point without enough room to
move
• Provoked, deliberately or unintentionally
• Under exercised or not exercised at all
• Lonely
• Hungry or thirsty
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Noise from Building Sites
Noise from building sites has the ability to last
several hours and disturb many residents. Excavation
equipment, hammering, trucks, starting and finishing
times outside approved hours form the basis of most
complaints received in this area.

State
Noise can cause speech and sleep interference,
decrease concentration, reduction in efficiency,
physiological disturbances and hearing loss. These
effects range from minor to the very serious
depending upon the noise level, duration and the
persons sensitivity. An individual’s sensitivity varies
with time. There maybe an additional periodic variation
in sensitivity, even inaudible sounds (ultrasonic and
infrasonic) can produce some of these effects
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
(POEO Act) and the Protection of the Environment
Operations (Noise Control) Regulation 2000 (Noise
Control Regulation) provide the legal framework and
basis for managing unacceptable noise.
The POEO Act:
• identifies responsibility for regulating noise
• defines ‘offensive noise’
• provides a range of tools to manage noise, including
a Noise Control Notice, Prevention Notice, Noise
2004 State of the Environment Report
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•

Abatement Direction and Noise Abatement Order
makes it an offence to do various things that cause
the emission of noise and to breach the conditions
of a notice or order.

Offensive noise is defined by the Act as
(a) that, by reason of its level, nature, character or
quality, or the time at which it is made, or any other
circumstances:
(i) is harmful to (or is likely to be harmful to)
a person who is outside the premises from
which it is emitted, or
(ii) interferes unreasonably with (or is likely
to interfere unreasonably with) the comfort
or repose of a person who is outside the
premises from which it is emitted, or
(b) that is of a level, nature, character or quality
prescribed by the regulations or that is made at a
time, or in other circumstances, prescribed by the
regulations.

Response
Essentially, local councils have powers to control:
• noise from commercial and industrial operations
that are not required to hold a licence from the
EPA (and that are not carried out by a State or
local public authority)
• neighbourhood noise from residences, vehicles
used off-road, vehicle alarms, and sound systems.
Police also have powers to deal with neighbourhood
noise and are typically the main agency for control of
noise from late-night parties, or where safety may be a
concern or where council officers are not available.
The Waterways Authority can regulate noise from
motor vessels and premises involved with vessel repair
under Part 8.6 of the POEO Act.
The EPA handles noise from premises that hold an
Environment Protection Licence and activities carried
out by a State authority.
Under separate legislation, the Liquor Administration
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Board (LAB) licenses premises such as hotels and
clubs that sell alcohol. LAB licences typically include
conditions to manage noise.
The EPA, Police and NSW Roads and Traffic Authority
(RTA) all have a role in controlling noise from motor
vehicles. The EPA, Police and RTA periodically conduct
joint campaigns against noisy motor vehicles. The RTA
tests heavy vehicles for noise.
Councils can also deal with offensive noise from motor
vehicle sound systems.
Commonwealth agencies have the primary responsibility
for managing noise from airports and aircraft.
Council’s objective for noise asasessment and control
are to:

•
•
•

Minimise offensive noise in the community
Control development to minimise background
noise creep
Progressively reduce background noise levels
where established areas exceed recommended
background levels

In an effort to decrease the ever increasing noise from
this sector, Council has implemented the following
initiatives;

Traffic Noise
A constant review of traffic management schemes
assists Council in reducing traffic noise. All residential
streets throughout the Municipality are 3 tonne limited;
development applications are assessed against the
Department of Environment & Conservations Industrial
Noise Policy and the Environmental Criteria for Traffic
Noise. Councils Better Home Design Guide in its
performance criteria also addresses external noise from
reaching habitable rooms.

Domestic Noise
Complaints within this section are a major concern for
Council. As such an array of educational resources are
available to residents to assist and inform in an effort to
reduce this problem.
Council has the ability to action barking dog complaints
primarily under the provisions of the Companion
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Animals Act, 1998.

Building Sites

The Protection of the Environment Operations Act
(POEO), 1997 enables Council to issue appropriate
notices for breaches as a result of alarms.

Noise from building sites is controlled through
conditions of development consent as well as specific
legislation.

Councils Exempt and Complying Development DCP
permit the installation of air-conditioning units without
Council approval if it is located at least 3metres from
the property boundary. For installations closer than 3
metres to the boundary Council approval is required.

Consent conditions throughout the Municipality
limit approved hours of work to between 7.00am to
5.00pm on Monday to Friday and 7.00am to 1.00pm
on Saturdays with no work permitted on Sundays and
Public Holidays.

The use of air-conditioning units and pool pumps are
restricted by the POEO (Noise Control) Regulation.
Pool pumps are not permitted to operate between the
hours of 8.00pm – 7.00am on weekdays and Saturdays
and 8.00pm – 8.00am on Sundays and public holidays.
Restrictions for air-conditioning units are between
10.00pm – 7.00am on weekdays and 10.00pm – 8.00am
on weekends and public holidays.

Council has the ability to issue on-the-spot
infringement notices to builders or owners should they
breach conditions of consent.

Industrial Noise
Proposed developments have the potential to impact
negatively on the amenity of the area particularly with
respect to noise.
Council receives numerous complaints from residents
concerning these matters due to its ability to have them
resolved under specific legislation.
To address this council applies the EPA’s Industrial
Noise Policy and the Environmental Criteria for Road
Traffic Noise to all development applications. This
ensures both the occupants of the developments
are protected from external noise sources and
existing developments are protected against creeping
background noise.
Kogarah Council has undertaken audits of all service
stations within our local government area to ensure
compliance with legislative requirements, to reduce
environmental impacts such as stormwater, air and
noise pollution and ultimately to educate businesses to
pursue cleaner production initiatives.
This audit program is being expanded to include all
industrial premises in the forthcoming year.
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Future
Council has incorporated the following actions in its
2004/9 Management Plan to help reduce the impact of
noise within the Kogarah Municipality;
• Undertake Council’s responsibility in respect to the
POEO Act
• Develop and implement an industrial audit program

What the community can do to reduce
noise pollution
•
•
•

•

•

Keep the volume of your music and television as
low as possible
To minimise your dog barking make sure it has toys
to keep it entertained when it is left alone
Put noisy household equipment away from
adjoining neighbours walls and fences. It should
be noted that Council may require Development
Consent for the placement of such equipment in
close proximity to the boundary of your property.
Ensure air conditioning units/pumps are only run
within allowable times (a copy of these times is
available from Council).
Ensure a Development Application is applied for
if location of an air conditioning/pool pump is any
less then 3 metres from the boundary of your
property.

2004 State of the Environment Report
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Aboriginal and Non
Aboriginal Heritage
Pressure
Aboriginal Heritage
Aboriginal sites and places are fragile and damage to
the items can occur through lack of knowledge of the
location and significance of the items. Other pressures
include:
• weathering and erosion
• re-grooving the sites and graffiti
• effects of water or sand on the site
• vandalism
• disturbance of middens by digging

Non Aboriginal Heritage
Continuing pressures have been placed on the non
- Aboriginal heritage items throughout Kogarah. The
main threats are reconciling development rights for
further urban consolidation and pressure for the
redevelopment of heritage sites eg development
applications for demolition, major alterations and
additions and through unsympathetically scaled or sited
development adjoining the heritage items.

State
Aboriginal Heritage
An Aboriginal site is a place that contains the remains
of traditional historic occupation by Aboriginal people.
The word ‘relic’ is applied to material evidence of past
times. In New South Wales Aboriginal sites include large
shell middens on the coast to small surface scatters of
stone on the inland, semi-arid plains.
Aboriginal people lived throughout New South Wales
and sites are therefore found in towns and cities, along
river banks, on beaches, on open plains and in dense
forests. Different environments with diverse Aboriginal
practices have resulted in many types of sites.
The NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service maintains
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a register of known sites including middens, rock
engravings, rock art, fish traps, carved/ scarred trees,
ceremonial grounds, stone arrangements to mark
special sites, quarry sites, stone tools and workshops,
axe-grinding grooves, spiritual and mythological sites.
Previously recorded Aboriginal archaeological sites
within the Kogarah Municipality are listed in Table 1.
The listed sites have been registered with the National
Parks and Wildlife Service on their Aboriginal Sites
Register.

Non Aboriginal Heritage
In 1994, Council commissioned a Heritage Study to
document the non-Aboriginal history of Kogarah and
to identify and protect our local heritage. Over 300
potential heritage items such as Federation homes,
boatsheds, railway stations, parks and commercial
buildings were identified.
Council has been through an extended period of review
of those items initially identified and is currently in the
process of finalising the third round of heritage listings.
A copy of the original heritage study can be viewed in
the Kogarah Library.
All currently individually listed heritage items in Kogarah
are contained within the Kogarah Local Environmental
Plan 1998 at Schedule 3. The schedule also identifies
the three Heritage Conservation Areas at O’Briens
Estate, Hurstville, the Penshurst Heritage Conservation
Area (focussing on the McRaes Estate area), and the
Kogarah South Conservation Area centred on the area
surrounding Bowns Road, Kogarah.
Council has direct management responsibility for
3 regionally significant built items - Carss Cottage,
Kogarah School of Arts and the Sans Souci Bathers
Pavilion.
The table below provides an overview of the total
number of properties in the Municipality that have
protection as heritage items or properties in a Heritage
Conservation Area.
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Response
Council endeavours to identify existing cultural heritage
resources within parks and reserves to ensure proper
management of these sites. A cultural heritage study
of Bald Face Point Reserve was conducted in August
2002 to assist Council in planning for the future use,
embellishment and conservation of the site. The study
was funded with the assistance from Planning NSW
under the Metropolitan Greenspace Program and in
consultation with the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal
Land Council. The aims of the study were to:
• evaluate the probable extent, nature and integrity
of the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural
resources at Bald Face Point Reserve
• determine the significance of the existing Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal cultural resources, and
• define the appropriate management for the
identified cultural resources

Aboriginal Heritage
Aboriginal heritage management in the Kogarah
Municipality is subject to the provisions of the
National Parks & Wildlife Act, 1974 (NPW, Act) and
the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act, 1979
(EP&A, Act). The NPW Act provides protection for
all Aboriginal relics and Aboriginal Places within the
State. The EP&A, Act outlines the framework for the
assessment of Aboriginal heritage values relative to
land use planning and the processing of development
consent. Other relevant legislation includes NSW
Heritage Act, 1997 and the Local Government Act, 1993.
Council currently has provisions in the Kogarah Local
Environmental Plan that provide a framework for
managing the protection of Aboriginal Heritage items in
the Municipality. Council has an obligation to efficiently
and effectively manage the development process so
that any potential impact on items is identified and
referred to the appropriate agencies and affected
communities. Kogarah Council staff have attended a
regional Aboriginal Heritage Forum, held by the NPWS,
Metropolitan Aboriginal Land Council and Hurstville
Council to help achieve this. Issues discussed at the
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workshop included education and awareness about
Aboriginal cultural heritage, and the identification,
management and legislation for Aboriginal Cultural
heritage.
As a part of further studies conducted as a
component of the Georges River Catchment
Regional Environmental Plan a new study has been
commissioned to investigate integrating indigenous
natural resource, environmental management practices
and cultural activities in planning and carrying out
foreshore rehabilitation and other works. This work
was prepared in consultation with local Aboriginal
Communities, but has yet to be released by Planning
NSW. The results of this study will be incorporated
into the review of Councils’ Foreshore Development
Control Plan if made available within an appropriate
timeframe.
As Council continues to update its plans of
management for its parks and reserves it will undertake
further archaeological assessments of those sites
suspected to have been places that Aboriginals may
have visited or inhabited. As part of this process
Council is to liaise with and seek advice from the
National Parks & Wildlife Service in accordance
with the relevant legislation to prepare appropriate
management strategies for the identified sites.

Non Aboriginal Heritage
Kogarah Council fully funds a heritage advisor. The role
of this advisor is to assist Council staff, Councillors and
the wider community to have appropriate measures
and management in place to conserve and present the
heritage of the Kogarah Municipality. Over the last year
the Advisor has provided formal advice to Council on
over 100 matters as well as providing minor advice on
minor matters to owners.
Council has entered all Non-Aboriginal heritage items
and Conservation areas on Council’s Geographic
Information System and this tool will assist in
identification and management of the sites.
• Independent heritage consultants have completed
a review of the remaining Group 2 & 3 potential
heritage items. Council has reviewed this work
2004 State of the Environment Report
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•

•

•

and has proceeded to formally adopt for listing,
under Local Environmental Plan No. 22, a further
32 properties. This plan complete the assessment
of the significance of the potential heritage
items in Kogarah and, once in place, will provide
comprehensive, statutory protection for those
items of local significance.
Council has recently added the Penshurst
Conservation Area to the list of identified
conservation areas within the Kogarah Local
Environmental Plan, joining the two other listed
areas – O’Briens Estate at South Hurstville and
Kogarah South, around Bowns and Ocean Streets.
The Penshurst Conservation Area includes the
McRaes Estate and applies to 755 properties. A
detailed Conservation Area Assessment Guideline
was also prepared and circulated to owners. The
Guideline provides a framework and advice for
owners wishing to undertake restoration work or
make additions to their properties.
A Discount Paint Scheme has been established
with Pascol (Wattyl) Paints and applies to all
listed properties, including those within our
Conservation Areas. Our Advisor has prepared
a number of schemes for properties under this
program.
Council is currently preparing a plan of
management and lease documents for the
restoration and adaptive re-use of the Bathers
Pavilion, have undertaken works to Carss Cottage
to improve disabled access to the site and provide
ongoing use of the premises to the Kogarah
Historical Society and actively manage community
use of the School of Arts.

•
•
•

Continue protection of Heritage items and
conservation areas
Provide services of heritage advisor
Prepare a strategic plan for the management
of Aboriginal cultural heritage sites within the
Municipality

Future
The below actions are incorporated into Council’s
2004/9 Management Plan to help protect Aboriginal
and non Aboriginal heritage items within the Kogarah
Municipality.
• Implement a heritage grants scheme
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Towards Sustainability

(as outlined in the Air chapter)

Many communities, government and businesses around
the world have recognised a healthy future for all life
on Earth depends upon the simultaneous pursuit of
long term economic, environmental and social goals,
that is to create a sustainable future. It has also been
recognised that this can only be achieved at a global
level through work undertaken at a local level “Think
Global - Act Local”.
Local governments are now recognised as leaders in
working towards achieving a sustainable future and
Kogarah Council has been identified as being in the
forefront of this process.
This forward thinking is reflected in Council’s vision to
create a “viable and sustainable future, in partnership
with our community”
Major projects undertaken since the last
comprehensive State of Environment Report to help
achieve our vision include:

Urban Improvement program Kogarah The Vibrant Alternative
The Urban Improvement Program is a funding program
that Kogarah Council received to improve the Kogarah
Town Centre. Initiatives undertaken to achieve this
include:
• Local business survey of their major concerns
• Workshops for local businesses
• Conducted a safety audit to identify and evaluate
the safety and security risk of the Kogarah CBD
• The creation of the Kogarah Town Centre
Development Control Plan. This DCP ensures that
developments in Kogarah Town Centre achieve
the sustainable outcomes which are vital for the
management and preservation of our fragile urban
environment.
• Promotion of a of “Buy Local” campaign
• Completion of a community arts project (Figure
8.1)
• Commenced work on the public transport plynths
2004 State of the Environment Report

Figure 8.1. Mural in Post Office Lane

Kogarah Town Square
Development
Sustainability - the key to developing
Kogarah’s Town Centre DCP
The new Kogarah Town Square (officially opened in
September 2003 Figure 8.2) is a multi award winning
mixed use residential development in the Kogarah
Town Centre. This project was designed to meet the
challenge of sustainability in an urban context and
serves to demonstrate that the implementation of
environmentally sensitive design is achievable while
raising public awareness of the value of embracing
sustainable practices in urban planning and design.
A primary objective throughout the planning of the
Kogarah Town Square development was the need to
engage the community in the revitalisation process, to
strengthen community ownership and commitment,
and to ensure that the local character and cultural
identity were maintained during the redevelopment and
revitalisation process.
The Kogarah Town Square project provided the catalyst
for the Kogarah Town Centre to develop into a vibrant,
richer and more cohesive place to live, work and
visit. Urban design principles incorporated into the
development promote passive surveillance of the public
spaces, thereby creating safer environments
This development has included space for a new public
library and has incorporated open civic space which is
used by the Council for community events and by the
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general public for passive recreation.
This development has directly and indirectly led
to an estimated $300 million of capital investment
into the Kogarah Town Centre area. In addition the
increased residential population provides business with
opportunities for increased patronage and operating
hours and the additional retail and commercial space
has provided much needed competition and further
variety to provide a more viable centre
It is predicted that 375 tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions will be saved each year through the use of
solar power and the passive solar design features of
the development. The installation of energy efficient
appliances further enhances the energy savings of the
development. The collection of the rainwater and
stormwater onsite and the installation of water efficient
appliances will reduce potable water use by 42%.

Finalist
• Banksia Environmental Award – Leadership in
Sustainable Buildings Commendation
• High Commendation Australian Institute of Building
Awards
• Planning Institute of Australia Australian Award for
Urban Design Excellence
• SEDA’s Green Globe Awards Commendation
• Urban Development Institute of Australia for Public
Sector Leadership
A detailed case study of this development is available in
appendix 1.

Moore Reserve
This project involved the installation of an underground
gross pollutant trap (GPT) to remove sediments and
litter, along with the construction of an off-line artificial
wetland at Moore Reserve, with a surface area of
approximately 9,500 m2 (Figure 8.3).
The wetland was designed to treat the stormwater
and improve water quality entering Oatley Bay and
this has been achieved through retention and natural
purification processes.

Figure 8.2. Dr David Kemp (Federal Minister for the
Environment) and Mr Jim Taylor (Former Mayor of Kogarah
Council) opening the Kogarah Town Square

Awards/commendations received by this development
include:
• Local Greenhouse Action, National Awards for
Local Government
• Keep Australia Beautiful MetroPride Overall Award
• Australian Property Institute’s NSW Excellence
in Property Award, Australand Local Government
Award
• Local Government and Shires Association
Excellence in the Environment Award, Sustainable
Design, Planning and Building
• Francis Greenway Green Building Award
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It reduces stormwater pollutants such as suspended
solids, nutrients, litter and to a lesser extent faecal
coliforms and heavy metals, both dissolved and
suspended.
A basin has also been created north of the wetland for
future use to treat any leachate from the southern end
of the site. A road has been laid, skirting the wetland, as
has a lock-a-block wall on the western side of the site,
which acts as a retention wall in extremely high flows.
Planting out the wetland has included specialised plants
that will treat the stormwater flowing through them.
The GPT that has been installed is approximately 5m
in diameter and 10m deep. The unit removes gross
pollutants that lead in from the pipeline that is located
on the eastern side in the site.
The Wetland provides unique recreational and visual
amenity, including ecological habitats and educational
tools for schools and the community. Educational
2004 State of the Environment Report
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signage has been posted around the wetland informing
visitors of the plants and birds within the wetland and
how the wetland works.

•

•

•
•

•
Figure 8.3 Moore Reserve Wetland

Kogarah Stormwater Action
Project
The “Kogarah Stormwater Awareness and Action
Project” involved the development and implementation
of an industry education program for Kogarah
Municipality. The main aim of the project was to raise
community awareness of stormwater pollution issues
within industrial and commercial areas and facilitate
positive behavioural changes within these areas to
support improvement in stormwater quality.
The key objectives of the project were:
1. Increase community awareness and understanding
of stormwater pollution issues.
2. Increase community awareness of the controls
that require protecting the environment against
pollution incidents and the required changes in
community practices.
3. Increase knowledge by the Council of individual
premises that provide the greatest potential for
stormwater pollutant contribution within the
LGA.
4. Improve industrial & site practices to minimize
pollution.

Educational initiatives for industry, businesses
and schools. Including industry training programs,
pollution prevention workshops, follow up planning
support.
A field day displaying environmental products
relevant to local industry was held, to encourage
improved stormwater practices.
Development and implementation of a Council
based industry stormwater auditing program.
Development of pollution impact database of
medium to high-risk premises and an associated
strategic approach to the ongoing auditing of these
sites.
A general community publicity program specifically
designed to target various sections of the Kogarah
community.

Environmental Education
Kogarah Council is committed to empowering
the community in environmental issues through
undertaking environmental education activities.
Council has been involved in numerous environmental
education project as mentioned throughout this
report and the aim for Council is to intergrate its
environmental education programs to create a holistic
approach ie to highlight the interrelationship between
environmental issues.
This was recently achieved at Council’s World
Environment Day where over 100 local high school
students attended an environmental expo at Carss
Park Bowling Club (Figure 8.3). As part of this expo
students participated in a number of activities including
biodiversity surveys, water testing, creating action plans
to reduce waste, identifying how to reduce energy
consumption, water bug surveys and creating a garden
through reusing resources.

The main components of the project were:
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Survey of Residents
Kogarah Council undertook a survey of its local
residents in December 2003 to identify what residents
believe are the major environmental and social issues
facing Kogarah. The results of this survey will help guide
Council in developing its future programs
The key environmental findings of this survey were:

•

Figure 8.3. Students Participating in World Environment Day

•

Jubilee Oval
The upgrade and improvements to Jubilee Oval
situated within the Kogarah Local Government Area
has provided the St George Illawarra Dragons the
opportunity to return to their former home ground
(Figure 8.4).

•
•

•
•

Improving water quality in creeks and rivers was
a high priority for 75% of respondents. This was
ranked as the being the most important issue for
respondents in this category.
Water conservation and re-use was a high priority
for 77% of respondents, and this was rated the
second most important issue in this category.
Reducing air pollution was rated a high priority for
75% of respondents.
Cleaning up litter and rubbish was rated a high
Providing green links to protect native plants and
animals was a high priority for 60% of respondents.
Dealing with greenhouse issues was seen as a high
priority for 59% of respondents.
Reducing noise was a high priority for 57% of
respondents

Environmental Levy
Since the Environmental Levy was introduced in 2001
Council has completed numerous environmental
projects with this funding to improve the natural and
built environment (as listed below).
Figure 8.4. Aerial view of the refurbished Jubilee Oval

This upgrade was based along ecologically sustainable
development guidelines principles including
• Conservation of energy
• Utilisation of ecological systems
• Minimisation of new resources
• Consideration of the site and its ecological
systems
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Environmental Levy Projects Completed
2001 - 2004
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability Action Plan
St George Regional Transport Study
Beverley Park Flood Study
Maintenance of Water Quality Equipment
Bush Regeneration
Catchment Ananlysis & Flood Mitigation
Mobile Business Stormwater Education Project
Poulton Park Ecological Restoration Project
Total Water Cycle Management Program
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connells Point (Donnelly Reserve) - GPT
Kogarah Town Centre - GPT
Baldrace Point Reserve Lookout
Len Reynolds Reserve
Oatley Bay Sediment Basin
Carss Park Bandalong Litter Trap
Parks - small works
Kogarah Greenways Plan
Solar Lighting in McRaes Reserve
Ramsgate Rd, Bandalong Litter Trap Project.

Some of these projects (which have not been outlined
in previous chapters) in greater detail are:

Sustainability Action Plan
This plan has been developed to help Council reach its
vision of a sustainable future. The goals of this plan
are to
• Secure a sustainable future for future generations
• Protect and restore Kogarah’s natural environment
• Help local business develop and grow within our
Municipality
• Protect and preserve Kogarah’s social and cultural
diversity
• Pursue an open government approach to all
Council activities
• Ensure all developments incorporate sustainability
practices
• Promote best practice management practices
within Council
• Reduce water and energy consumption and waste
production with Council and in the greater
community

Mobile Business Stormwater Education
Project
Kogarah Council identified mobile businesses as
potentially having a large cumulative impact on the
waterways via stormwater pollution. The Go-Go Green
program was set up to encourage mobile businesses to
commit to improving their environmental performance.
The main aim of the project was to work with mobile
businesses operating in the Kogarah Municipality to
prevent stormwater pollution through a stormwater
awareness and education project.

Poulton Park Ecological Restoration Project
The Poulton Park Ecological Restoration project was
initiated because stormwater flowing through Quarry
Reserve is significantly impacting the quality and
habitat of the Park and subsequently contributing to
environmental degradation in Oatley Bay.
Poulton Park is valued as one of the largest areas
of natural bushland in the Kogarah area. It features
remnant Turpentine Forest, the last remaining natural
creek line in the Kogarah area and mangrove swamps
(Figure 8.5) which provide a diversity of habitat for local
and visiting fauna. The Park has the highest diversity
of flora and fauna in the local government area. The
bushland and riparian zone is used by a number of
native and migratory bird species using the creek as a
food and water source and nesting area.

The plan is constantly involving and subject to regular
reviews. It is intended to be the guiding document for
Council’s future sustainability management.

St George Regional Transport Study
This study identified the opportunities to reduce the
adverse environmental and social impacts of car travel
and improve accessibility through improving public
transport services in the St George region.
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Figure 8.4 Poulton Park Wetland

The Poulton Park Ecological Restoration project has
enhanced the opportunity to conserve native flora and
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fauna biodiversity by improving the water quality of
the creek line. The work has included installing a gross
pollutant trap, restoration and erosion control in the
creek line, landscaping and revegetation works.

Social Sustainability
The most recent information about the social and
cultural makeup of Kogarah Municipality comes from
the census undertaken in 2001. In summary this census
found that:
Kogarah has a large aged population, however, while
the aged population is becoming older, there has been
a significant increase in the number of young people in
Kogarah.
Accurate statistics on the level of disabilities in the
community are difficult to obtain, however available
data suggest that 65,500 people with disabilities live in
the St George/Sutherland region. Some 1,100 residents
of Kogarah LGA area were recipients of disability
services in 2000.
Kogarah is a culturally diverse community, with over
30% of the population born outside Australia, in some
130 different countries. In 2001, China has replaced
the United Kingdom as the largest country of birth for
migrants living in Kogarah.
Over 35% of our residents speak a language other
than English at home. After English, the most common
languages are Greek, Cantonese and Mandarin,
Arabic, Italian and Macedonian. The number of people
who speak Mandarin has dramatically increased, from
741 people in 1996 to 1,987 people in 2001.
Of the 17,000 people born overseas, one-quarter speak
English only, while over half indicated that they speak
English ‘well or very well’; 17% speak English ‘not well
or not at all’.
Some 176 people, or 0.4% of the Kogarah population
identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander in
2001.
Religious diversity is also considerable. Over two-third
of Kogarah residents identify as Christians, but Islam,
Hinduism, Buddhism and Judaism are also substantially
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represented. People who have no religion or do not
identify with any religion comprise approximately 20%
of the Kogarah population.
Programs that Kogarah Council is undertaking to help
promote social equity within the Kogarah Municipality
and beyond include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of library services
Community grants to help support small non profit
organisations
Senior Citizen Centres and Senior Activities
Childcare services
Promotion of services for people with disabilities
and their carers, and
Provision of a Chinese Liaison Officer

This year Kogarah Council is also creating a social
plan which will outline the direction of Council’s
social sustainability initiatives over the next four years.
This plan will be available on Council website and in
Council’s libraries in early 2005.

Economic Sustainability
Kogarah Council is committed to helping local business
grow and develop.
Initiatives undertaken in the last four years to achieve
this include:
• Hiring of a place manager to liaise with Kogarah
Town Centre businesses through the revitalisation
of the Kogarah Town Centre
• Funding support to the St George and Sutherland
Business Enterprise Centre. This centre provides
small business with advice, seminars and
networking opportunities
• Participation in the GROW network - Federal
government initiative to identify business growth
potential in the St George and Sutherland region
• Sponsorship of the St George Leader Small
Business Awards
• Ramsgate Town Centre Exchange
• Creation of a local business website - this website
provides information on upcoming seminars, grants
and useful contacts
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•
•

•

Hosting of small business workshops
Local Business awards - for business which are
energy efficient and whose business premise are
accessible for people with disabilities.
Improvement and maintenance of streetscapes,
footpaths and drainage networks along shopping
strips

Sustainability Indicators
Council has identified a number of sustainability
performance indicators to track its progress towards
it vision of creating a viable and sustainable future, in
partnership with our community. A summary of these
indicators are:
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(Summer 2002/3)
Faecal coliforms compliance 100%
Enterococci Compliance 87%
Overall ranking (out of 21) 6
(Summer 2002/3)
94,510 kilolitres

Faecal coliforms compliance 100%
Enterococci Compliance 90%
Overall ranking (out of 27) 4
(Summer 2001/2)
Faecal coliforms compliance 84%
Enterococci Compliance 77%
Overall ranking (out of 27) 17
(Summer 2001/2)
126,676 kilolitres

Compliance and ranking of Oatley Bay baths

Source: BeachWatch Annual Report

Compliance and ranking of Carss Point baths

Source: BeachWatch Annual Report

4352 tonnes, 22%
Total area of public open space 1176000 m2
which equals 22.34 m2 of open space per
person

5369 tonnes, 27%
4591 tonnes, 23%
Total area of public open space 1176000 m2
which equals 22.34 m2 of open space
per person

Resources recycled (tonnes and %)

Green waste recycled (tonnes & %)

Urban Green space per capita

5736 tonnes, 29%

9802 tonnes, 50%

9748 tonnes, 49%

5,475,010 kilolitres (104 kilolitres per
person)

Faecal coliforms compliance 100%

60%

59 tonnes

Waste to landfill (tonnes and %)

(Source: Sydney Water)

Kogarah LGA Water Consumption

(Source: Sydney Water)
N/A

Overall ranking (out of 21) 1

57%

Percentage of catchment area covered by a
stormwater treatment device

Kogarah Council Water Consumption

Enterococci Compliance 100%

56 tonnes

Total amount of litter collected annually from
large GPTs

90 tonnes

N/A

Total amount of litter collected annually from
pits and small GPT’s

Result 2003/4

Result 2002/3

Indicator
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5000 in bushland reserves (less due to
drought conditions)
300 at National Tree Day

5,550 in bushland reserves
300 at National Tree Day
1360 Greenfleet

Number of indigenous plants planted
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178
29

1
5
_

178
N/A
992

Number Aboriginal Land Claims
(Commonwealth)

Number of areas listed on the register of the
National Estate

Number of sites with Permanent Conservation
Orders Heritage Act

Number of individual heritage items scheduled
under KLEP 1998

Number of new individual items assessed for
listing in a draft LEP (DLEP No 22)

Number of properties within Conservation
Areas under KLEP 1998

992

Como Rail Bridge, Mortdale and Penshurst
Rail Stations are also listed on the State
Heritage Register

2 (West Maling – King Georges Rd,
Penshurst & Carrs Cottage, Carrs Park)

5

1

26

26

Number of recorded Aboriginal sites of
cultural significance

9.5 ha

9.25ha

Area of parks which have had regeneration
work (including pest control undertaken)

1360 Greenfleet

Bike route length = 34.5km
Ratio to street: 0.21

Bike route length = 34.5km
Ratio to street: 0.21

Ratio of bike routes to streets

2365 tonnes

2365 tonnes

Amount of carbon dioxide emissions saved
from Council operations and activities
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Kogarah Town Square
Case Study
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CASE STUDY OVERVIEW

Case Study: Kogarah Town Square
THE KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE IS AN URBAN CONSOLIDATION PROJECT THAT
DEMONSTRATES SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES THROUGH NEGOTIATED SOLUTIONS
AND PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS.
The Kogarah Town Square project enabled Kogarah Council to
develop a model of sustainability which could both act as a
‘stimulus’ for the revitalisation of its town centre and establish a new
benchmark for the development of urban centres and the
incorporation of ‘sustainable design principles’ within medium – high
density residential developments.

DEVELOPMENT
STATISTICS
194 apartments
2500sqm retail
2500sqm commercial
224 space public carpark
240sqm Civic exhibition space

Tall buildings were once seen as a modern representation of
progress. Now progress should be measured in how the solution
enhances and advances the social and physical environment.
Council approached the design of this development in an holistic
manner, where solutions to urban design and environmental
issues were integral aspects of the project, not simply add-ons.
CONTEXT
Prior to commencement of this development, Kogarah had similar
characteristics to many other urban centres throughout
metropolitan Sydney. A village feel was created by the main street,
Railway Parade, which runs parallel to the railway line. Railway
Parade was serviced by an on-grade carpark which was located
behind the main street.

PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED BY
KOGARAH COUNCIL, C3D AND
ALLEN JACK & COTTIER
ARCHITECTS. KOGARAH COUNCIL ©
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Unlike other suburban centres, Kogarah did not experience the
substantial development of high-rise apartment buildings of the
late 1980s to mid 1990s. This was largely a result of the land
ownership within the ‘CBD’ area, which was primarily owned by
five organisations: St George Public and Private Hospitals; the St
George Bank headquarters; St George TAFE; and State and Local
Government. Although these institutions provided a working
community of over 10,000 people and a student population of
4,000, Kogarah provided the home for less than 400 residents. As
a consequence, Kogarah was deserted after 5.00pm and on
weekends when employees returned to their homes having no
reason to remain in Kogarah after hours.

ACHIEVEMENTS
WATER
42% reduction in potable water use
85% of rainwater & stormwater
collected and reused on site for low
quality water uses such as toilet
flushing, irrigation and carwashing
Treatment of stormwater collected
from streets
ENERGY
Largest installation of Building
Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) on
mixed use building
161kWp rated output for BIPV system
153MWh annual power generation
143 tonnes of CO2 saved
Energy efficient fittings and
appliances installed
DESIGN
91% living spaces facing northerly
direction
85% apartments naturally cross
ventilated
Incorporation of passive design
principles
New Civic Space and public domain
Active street edges

CASE STUDY: OVERVIEW

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
The process of change commenced in 1997 when Kogarah
Council began to discuss the direction of the future planning for
the Kogarah Urban Village with the community. Early workshops
were held to establish a common direction and set the ‘ground
rules’ for a new Development Control Plan for the Kogarah Urban
Village.
Both Council and the community had a strong desire to revitalise
the Town Centre into a “vibrant and sustainable urban village” that
would provide opportunities for both economic and cultural
growth.
PL ANNING
The result of the consultation was a master plan for the future
development of Kogarah which provided guidelines on the
development of both the private and public domain: a
Development Control Plan and Public Domain Strategy.
BELGRAVE
VE STREET
BELGRA

In formalising the masterplan into a legal planning framework,
Council was able to facilitate an increasing population by
providing more opportunities for residential development, while
producing a strategy which manifested Council’s sophisticated
sustainability targets.
VISION
Council then implemented projects aimed at revitalising and
improving the urban centre. Kogarah’s community wanted
Kogarah to become a “vibrant alternative” realising Council’s vision
statement “a viable and sustainable future, in partnership with our
community”.
An integral component of this planning process was the
identification of the Kogarah Town Square site, which offered the
opportunity for Council to demonstrate the high standards of
urban and environmental design in a commercially viable context
as embodied in Council’s planning codes.
PARTNERSHIPS
An important part of the process was the establishment of
partnerships between the developer, community, design
consultants and all levels of government, working together to
achieve this vision. Throughout the process the focus was on
communication and negotiated desired outcomes.
In part the ability to gain significant grant income enabled the
project to move from concept to reality, including:

TEAM
Project Management, Land Owner and
Project Director
KOGARAH COUNCIL
Architects
ALLEN JACK + COTTIER
Developer + Construction
HIGHTRADE PTY LTD
Hydraulic Engineer
NIVEN DONNELLY + PARTNERS /
BROWN + ROOT
Electrical and Mechanical
ENGENUITY
Structural
LOW + HOOKE
Civil
KOGARAH COUNCIL
Landscape
MICHAEL SUI
Acoustic
WILKINSON MURRAY
Photovoltaics
ENERGY AUSTRALIA
Public Domain
KOGARAH COUNCIL
Water Conservation and Reuse
INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE
FUTURES (UTS)
Photovoltaic Technology
SOLARCH + CENTRE FOR PHOTOVOLTAICS (UNSW)
Public Art and Waterfeature
Duke Abalda (‘Tin Tin’)
Herbert Dreiseitl (Waterfeature
concept)
GOVERNMENT FUNDING

-

-

$629K from Environment Australia – Urban Stormwater
Initiative;
$1M from the Australian Greenhouse Office, for
installation of BIPV
BIPV;;
$200K from Sustainable Development Authority
Authority,, for
installation of BIPV and energy efficient appliances
and fittings; and
$426K from Planning NSW – Urban Improvement
Program for place management and other
improvements.

kogarah TOWN SQUARE

Photovoltaics
Australian Greenhouse Office:
Australian Renewable Energy
Commercialisation Program ($1M)
Energy Efficiency
SEDA ($200K)
Water
Environment Australia: Urban
Stormwater Initative Program ($629K)
Place Management
Urban Improvement Program ($426K)

WATER

Water
URBAN RENEWAL PRESENTS A PARTICULAR CHALLENGE TO THE MANAGEMENT
OF STORMWATER. THE KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE PROJECT ILLUSTRATES HOW
THIS CHALLENGE CAN BE OVERCOME.
WHY CONSERVE WATER?
The need to conserve water in Australia is two-fold:
- Australia is the driest habitated continent with over 80% of its
land having an average rainfall of less than 600mm/year.
- Water extraction from the inland water systems has increased
substantially, severely degrading the health of many of the
water systems.

STATISTICS
Annual rainfall: 8230 kL
Annual water collection: 6997kL
85% collected for onsite reuse
Normal potable water annual consumption
rate for typical development: 28182kL
Annual potable water consumption rate
Kogarah Town Square: 15885kL
Water saved by selection of fixtures and
fittings: 4502kL
Result: 42% reduction in potable (town)
water use

BUILDING COURTYARDS CONTAIN
GARDENS WHICH ARE IRRIGATED
USING STORMWATER COLLECTED ON
SITE. THE LANDSCAPE ACTS AS A
FILTER REMOVING THE EXCESS
NUTRIENTS AND FINE PARTICLES
FROM THE STORMWATER.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF WATER
CYCLE ON TOWN SQUARE SITE.

The importance of residential water use has increased as urban
populations and their demand has risen. In urban development
there are three simple ways of conserving water:
- using alternative sources of water for lower quality uses;
- using less water through the selection of water efficient
fixtures; and
- using less water through the modification of behaviour.
WATER QUALITY
The large amount of paved surfaces characteristic of urban
development creates increased stormwater runoff as the water is
unable to permiate into the ground. The increased runoff has the
potential to cause localised flooding as well as polluting
waterways as it carries sediments, litter and other contaminants
from roads and footpaths.
URBAN CATCHMENT
The natural water cycle is disrupted by the introduction of urban
development. The buildings and paved areas result in a reduction
of the ability for water to infiltrate the ground.
To reduce potential flooding and pollution, stormwater can be
reused for lower quality uses – with minimal treatment. The surface
area available to collect water will determine in part the quantity of
water available for reuse. The water demand intensity of the
development will determine the feasibility and extent of the reuse.
KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE
The Kogarah Town Square project was developed to be a best
practice example of urban water collection, treatment and reuse
by:
-

kogarah TOWN SQUARE

collecting rainwater and re-using it for low quality uses such
as toilet flushing and carwashing;
reducing the demand on mains water through water
conservation and efficiency; and
managing the quantity and quality of stormwater through
capture, re-use and treatment within the landscaped areas.

WATER

STORMWATER SYSTEM (DIRTY WATER)
Stormwater is rainwater that falls on paved surfaces. This water
collects pollutants contaminated with litter, soil and other
pollutants such as nutrients and bound contaminants.
In the Kogarah Town Square, stormwater passes through a gross
pollutant trap to retain litter and large pollutants. This water is
collected in a separate high level control tank followed by a low
level storage tank. It is then pumped under pressure and is used
for irrigation of the landscape areas within the large courtyards.
The landscape acts as a filter for the water, removing the excess
nutrients and fine particles. The filtered water is collected and
stored in a separate tank and is used as a primary top up supply
for the other tanks. This saves up to 2130kL per annum of potable
town water that would otherwise be used for irrigation.
RAINWATER SYSTEM (CLEAN WATER)
Rainwater is collected from the roof surfaces and the upper level
terraces of the development. This water is considered ‘clean’ as
the end use requires low quality water. It flows through the
downpipes to a high level control tank, and then into the lower
level storage tank under the public carpark. The size of the
storage tank is about the volume of an Olympic swimming pool.
The water passes through a screen filter and is then pumped
under pressure and used for toilet flushing, car washing and in the
water feature. This saves up to 5789kL per annum of potable town
water that would otherwise be used for irrigation.

TOP to BOTTOM: PUMPS CARRY THE
WATER COLLECTED FROM THE SITE
FOR FILTRATION BEFORE ENTERING
GREY WATER SYSTEM; (bottom right)
SYSTEM DIAGRAM SHOWING PATHS
OF RAINWATER AND STORMWATER;
AND (bottom left) PHOTO OF COURT
YARD WHERE FILTRATION AND
REUSE OCCURS.
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WATER CONSERVATION
Water conservation is making more efficient use of the existing
supplies. Water conservation can be implemented through a
number of strategies such as structural, operational, economic
and social/behavioural.
The following water conserving methods have been applied in the
Kogarah Town Square development:

•
•
•
•

Dual flush 3.6L AAA rated toilets;
AAA rated showerheads;
Flow control devices; and
Low water appliances (AAA rated).

PASSIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Passive Design
TO DESIGN A BUILDING UTILISING PASSIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES IS TO MAXIMISE
THE USE OF NATURAL FLOWS OF HEAT, ENERGY AND LIGHT IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE COMFORT FOR THE INHABITANTS.
Good passive design is based on the principles of orientation,
daylighting, ventilation, insulation, thermal mass and zoning.
The urban environment is responsible for over 17% of carbon
dioxide emissions. This is rising due to an increased reliance on
energy for heating, cooling, cooking, etc. However, when properly
designed it is not necessary that buildings consume this much
energy to maintain a comfortable environment.
The basic idea of a passive design building is to allow in heat,
daylight and air only when it is useful in achieving the desired
comfort level. A well designed passive building will use very little
energy to maintain thermal comfort level, and an abundance of
daylight will reduce the requirement for artificial lighting during the
day.
KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE
The Kogarah Town Square project uses the principles of passive
design to reduce the demand on energy for heating, cooling and
lighting. This will also create a more pleasant and healthier
environment in which to live.
Indoor and outdoor living areas have a northerley orientation to
allow maximum sunlight. The sun is allowed to penetrate the
building during the winter months to provide warmth. In summer
the sun is blocked by balcony overhangs, awnings and louvres.
The northerley orientation also provides maximum daylight for the
main living areas.
Ventilation of a building is critical in summer to provide a cooling
effect. The building does not need to directly face the direction of
the breezes, as blades and stepping of the façade can assist in
directing the breezes into and out of the building. However clear
breeze paths are required through the building, with openings on
two or three sides of the apartment. This is called cross
ventilation. Cross ventilation works best when the maximum
building depth is 15m or less between external faces.
The height and spacing of urban buildings has been designed to
allow penetration of winter sunlight into key public and private
spaces.
In a temperate climate, insulation is very important to ensure that
heat from within the building envelope is not lost in winter, and
heat from outside does not penetrate inside in summer. The
double brick walls have a layer of insulation in the cavity which
gives the wall a rating of R1.5. The insulation in the ceiling helps
resist summer heat flow through the roof and heat loss through
the ceiling. A careful balance between light penetration and
glazing is required to ensure heat loss/gain is minimised.
kogarah TOWN SQUARE

ACHIEVEMENTS
91% of apartments have a northerley
orientation
85% of apartments have cross ventilation
65% of all bathrooms have natural daylight
and ventilation
Most kitchens are located near or on
external walls to provide natural ventilation
and daylight.
Sunlight is controlled through louvres and
awnings, and daylight is enhanced by the
use of light shelves

PASSIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

PASSIVE DESIGN FEATURES OF THE
KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE
DEVELOPMENT SHOWING CROSS
FLOW VENTILATION

Thermal mass is the ability to store heat from the sun or provide a
heat sink to assist cooling. This has the effect of stabilising the
temperature thereby avoiding extremes. The internal masonry
walls and floor slabs are sources of thermal mass.
The built urban form has a significant effect on the ability to
provide comfort through passive means. If the building is too
deep, opportunties for cross ventilation and natural day lighting
are significantly reduced.
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ENERGY

Energy
AVERAGE URBAN DWELLINGS PRODUCE ABOUT EIGHT TONNES OF CARBON
DIOXIDE PER YEAR THROUGH ENERGY CONSUMPTION. THIS CAN BE REDUCED
THROUGH MORE EFFICIENT ENERGY USE, PRODUCT SELECTION AND
INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE.
KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE
A major component of the development is the integration of
photovoltaic (solar) cells into the fabric of the building. This
provides multiple benefits including increased efficiency in power
generation at the demand point while reducing inefficiences
through transmission loss. The displacement of traditional
building materials means the construction costs are effectively
reduced.
‘Solar Kogarah’, as it became known, had three major objectives:
- To construct the largest BIPV installation on a medium
density development in Australia that incorporates a range of
complementary energy efficiency features which
demonstrates the practical application of this technology with
mainstream urban renewal projects;
- To support and hasten the development of BIPV technology
in a more user/builder friendly and cost effective product
which maintains roof/building integrity; and
- To provide an opportunity to systematically document and
record the lessons learnt from the process and to develop
generic training material/programs for professionals, trades
people and the educational sector.
SOLAR KOGARAH
Solar energy is Australia’s largest energy resource. The average
amount of solar energy that falls on Australia is about 15,000
times the nation’s energy use.
Solar energy is derived from the sun. At the Kogarah Town
Square the solar photovoltaic process is used to convert sunlight
into energy.
BENEFITS
Solar energy is a clean and renewable energy source, the
collection of which has a low environmental impact. It is
generated without moving parts, noise or pollution. In Australia
the use of solar energy reduces the demand on the burning of
fossil fuels. In turn this will decrease the pollutants such as
carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide being released into the
atmosphere.
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Top: POLYCRYSTALLINE PV USED IN
BELGRAVE STREET SKYLIGHT and
Bottom L & R: AMORPHOUS PV
BONDED TO COLOURBOND ROOF
SHEET.

STATISTICS
Number of cells: 1459
System Rating: 161kWp (131kWp
amorphous cells, 30kWp polycrystalline) –
a 2kWp would power an efficient suburban
house.
Cells manufacturer: Polycrystalline (BP
Solar), Amorphous Silicon (Unisolar)
Annual power generation: 153MWh
CO2-e reduced annually compared to
coal power generation: 143 tonnes
Storage: Grid Connected
Guarantee: 25 years

ENERGY

TECHNOLOGY
The photovoltaic effect in photovoltaic or solar cells means that
the sunlight is converted into electricity, providing a non-polluting
source of power.
The cells consist of two types of silicon: positive and negative,
with electrical contacts made between the two. When the sunlight
hits the silicon an internal electric field is produced between the
positive and negative creating an electrical circuit.
Most solar cells are made of silicon either as single (or mono)
crystalline, or poly crystalline wafers, or as a thin film amorphous
sheet.
The Kogarah Town Square contains two forms of photovoltaic
cell:
Poly crystalline PV
Amorphous thin film.
The electricity produced by photovoltaic cells is DC (direct
current) power. An invertor is required to convert the power to a
high voltage (240V) AC that can be used for domestic power in
Australia.
Building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) involves the integration
of photovoltaic solar cells into the building. True building
integration requires that the PV product replaces conventional
building materials or is completely integrated into the building
fabric. Examples of this include skylights, PV roof tiles and
façade systems.
GRID CONNECTION
The system is a “grid connected” system. Power generated by
the photovoltaics is converted into AC 240V by the invertors
located on the upper floors. The electricity is then passed
through the house services where it is used for common area
lighting, carpark ventilation and lifts etc., with excess energy fed
into the grid.
The residential body corporate owns and operates the system
and will generate an income from the system, off-setting the
body corporate costs.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Even when energy is produced from ‘green’ sources such as
photovoltaics as in the Kogarah Town Square, minimising energy
consumption is still a priority as the production of ‘green power’
is expensive.
Although the envelope of the urban building is usually the first
line of defence in reducing the energy consumption of the
building, further operating energy can be reduced by the proper
selection of appliances and fittings. Lower energy consumption
will reduce the operating cost of the building.
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KOGARAH TOWN SQUARE
Energy consumption is reduced in the Kogarah Town Square
development through the following active measures:
- 3.5 star (5 star old system) appliances supplied by the
developer throughout;
- Compact fluorescent lighting used throughout the residential
area. Halogen down lights are used in the corridors (a
warmer, more inviting, light source was desired);
- CO sensor and variable speed fans used within the
underground carpark substantially reducing energy
consumption;
- Centralised gas boilers have been installed to supply hot
water; and
- Gas is used for cooking and space heating.
Energy used by appliances is the most significant consumer of
electricity in a passive designed building. Designers generally
have no control over the appliances used within the building.
Hanging clothes to dry has always been an issue in apartment
blocks. To address the issue, residents tend to rely on using
electric dryers. Apartments in the Kogarah Town Square include
drying balconies that are screened or partially screened external
spaces where clothes can be hung out of the view of neighbours
but with enough ventilation to dry.

PHOTOVOLTAICS IN THE GLASS
ROOF SHELTERING THE
COLLONADE.

